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Abstract

This thesis demonstrated the dual comb spectroscopy applications in di↵erent wavelength
regions. This novel spectroscopy technique combines the properties of frequency comb of high
frequency resolution with Fourier transform spectroscopy of broad spectral coverage.

A dual comb spectroscopy relies on the combination of two ultrafast broadband frequency
comb with slightly detuned repetition rates in an interferometer setup without any moving
component. This powerful technique enables the high precision frequency and high resolution
measurement with a short acquisition time and also provide the time resolution ability. In
addition, the broadband frequency comb spectroscopy has the property of high contract signal-
to-noise ratios without any averaging process.

In this thesis, we utilized dual comb spectroscopy to demonstrate broadband, high reso-
lution and time-resolved measurement in a LIBS (laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy) for
the first time. It is enable to investigate time resolve dynamics and monitor multiple species
simultaneously. As a first demonstration, we simultaneously detect trace amounts of Rb and
K in solid samples with a single laser ablation shot, with transitions separated by 5 THz (10
nm) and spectral resolution su�cient to resolve isotopic and ground state hyperfine splittings
of the Rb D2 line. This new spectroscopic approach o↵ers the broad spectral coverage found in
the powerful techniques of laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) while providing the
high-resolution and accuracy of cw laser-based spectroscopies.

In order to extend dual comb spectroscopy to the VUV and XUV region, We implemented
a fully phase-coherent dual comb spectroscopy consisting of two identical enhance-cavity for
high harmonic generation (IHHG) systems operating in parallel. This system is developed
for XUV dual comb spectroscopy based on two high power ytterbium fiber laser system using
parabolic amplification scheme to achieve sub-80fs after amplification up to 60W of average
power with 80MHz repetition rate. Furthermore, we have demonstrated the development of a
novel pump-probe technique using the enhancement cavity that allowed a direct measurement
of the intracavity plasma and its decay dynamics in real-time.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Laser developing process is a giant bridge to connect the physics spectroscopy . In 1960,

the invention of the laser, dye laser [1], which is coherent and tunable light opened the wide view

of the spectroscopy field [2]. The high resolution and precision measurements comes by the new

laser techniques, the saturation absorption spectroscopy and electrical stabilization of laser. In

the late of the 1990s, the laser cooling development improved the resolution by suppressing the

spectral line broadening mechanisms [3], Doppler shifts as well as transit time broadening [4].

During the same period of time, the ultrafast laser advanced the short pulse and high intensity

peak light source since the Kerr-lens mode-locked have been demonstrated which can deliver

the robust pulse duration down to few cycle. The inaccessible spectra range can be reached by

the nonlinear down conversion due to the ultrafast high peak power laser technology. A comb

structure in the frequency domain is produced by this femtosecond continuous pulse train from a

stable cavity mode which are oscillating continuously and interfering in the time domain [6] [7].

The new creation key open the innovational door. The frequency comb revolutionized the field

of laser spectroscopy, for example, the broadband spectra of frequency comb enable the wide

spectroscopy window of varies molecular and atoms , the link between the optical frequency

(1013 to 1016 Hz) and radio frequency (109 to 1010 Hz) improved the timing accuracy and

precision of 10�15 in the case of the cesium clock. More applications of the frequency combs have

been evolving rapidly in the past decade. The new calibration tools could allow astronomers

to search earth-like planets beyond our solar system relies upon measurement of weak Doppler

shifts in the spectra of host stars [8].Many other applications of frequency comb require precise

10



11 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

electronic control for phase and amplitude of this ultrafast laser. The key for attosecond science

is how to control the ultrafast pulse with frequency comb technology.

Another important scientific research field is spectroscopy, the interaction between

light and matter, with the frequency combs precise frequency reference structure and ultrafast

combs broadband spectrum for linear and nonlinear spectroscopy. In which we can study

the complex molecular system by using a million comb modes at once, instead of scanning

the continuous wave. The transitional Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (FTS) is a well-known

method for broadband spectroscopy . FTS has been demonstrated over 40 years ago with a

incoherent and coherent light source [9] [10] [11], a delay optical path Michelson interferometer,

and a single photo-detector with acquisition electronics of a computer which accompanies few

di↵erent advantages, recording multi-octave spanning spectra at once, high resolution and

accuracy ( order of 10�9). Replacing the white light source of the frequency combs with FTS can

increase the sensitivity up to several orders of magnitude and shorter the measurement time [12].

However, the data acquisition time of FTS with frequency comb still limited by the distance

of moving mirror which will limit the resolution and mechanical stability. The moving mirror

of FTS can be replacing by another comb, which is detuning repetition rate slightly di↵erent

with first comb. This is dual comb spectroscopy [13] [14] [15], a novel spectroscopic tool that

combines many of strengths of ultrahigh-resolution, high sensitive broadband spectroscopy.

This thesis contributed to new topic of the applications by the dual comb mean. First, the

dual comb system have been applied to spectroscopy of laser induce plasma. Secondly, the two

coherent high power Ytterbium lasers build for the Intra-cavity high harmonic generation are

used for the dual combs spectroscopy toward to XUV and VUV wavelength region.

Chapter 2 introduce the frequency combs applications and explain how to develop and utilized

a low noise frequency comb for the spectroscopy via the noise analysis.

Chapter 3 explain the dual comb spectroscopy approach for its time and frequency resolution

and provide the basic background for this thesis work.

Chapter 4 investigate the timing dynamics of the laser induce plasma by the heterodyne between

the frequency comb and stable CW laser for the Rubidium D2 transition. Demonstrating the

11



12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

single dual comb measurement to explore the laser induce plasma spectroscopy.

Chapter 5 explains the parabolic amplification process to develop the ultrafast high power

infrared frequency comb based on Ytterbium fiber laser. The high power nonlinear short pulse

amplifier has been demonstrated and investigated recently. The main concern is that the highly

nonlinear amplification process, and self phase modulation, could generate amplifier and phase

noise and wash out the comb structure. This chapter explains how to minimized the noise level

of this laser amplifier system and measure the amplitude and phase noise of this high power

nonlinear amplifier via the beatnote with a NPRO laser.

Coherence between the IR high power dual frequency comb and femtosecond enhancement

cavity is the key to extending dual comb spectroscopy to the VUV and XUV wavelength range.

Chapter 6 demonstrates this ideal of linking both individual combs to two enhance femtosecond

cavities. The main goal of this project is to apply dual comb spectroscopy in the VUV and

XUV region by the coherent up conversion dual laser system.

Chapter 7 concludes the results of dual combs spectroscopy applied in the field, LIBS and

XUV, VUV wavelength. This chapter will summarizes the future improvements of these work

we already done and outlook for the future new experiments of XUV combs topic.

12



Chapter 2

Frequency Combs and Spectroscopy

Mode-locked laser generates the ultrafast pulse laser in the femtosecond scale, and the

rapid evolution of this novel laser in the 1990s is the applications with the time domain picture

of ultrafast laser. The ultrafast pulse is relative to broadband spectrum in the frequency domain

and understanding the mode-locked laser is the concept from frequency picture. In the early

decade year of the first ultrafast laser , the light interaction with matter applications in the

pico-second and femtosecond time scale have been demonstrated in the serval fields [16] [17] [18]

. After that, the ultrafast laser in the frequency domain is a straightforward way to link the

discrete structure of frequency modes after implementing the frequency stabilization tools into

this continuous pulse train. The frequency spectrum consists of a discrete, series narrow sharp

lines with the same space, the optical frequency combs mode. This is an elegant method to do

the down-converting from optical fast frequency to detectable RF frequency with this optical

frequency combs. The frequency references via optical frequency combs finds applications in

the precise measurements about the distance, frequency, gravitational wave detection and op-

tical communications [19]. Testing the fundamental physics is an another important extending

applications from optical frequency combs, for instance, theories of relativity and quantum

electrodynamics(QED) and fundamental physical constants, the ratio of electron to proton

mass [20]. The linking of the frequency comb modes and phase evolution coalesces the fre-

quency and time domain applications of ultrafast science, especially in the field ,spectroscopy,

13



14 CHAPTER 2. FREQUENCY COMBS AND SPECTROSCOPY

the interaction between light and matters. A serious coherent pulse and discrete frequency

modes both are the important views to interpret the spectroscopy with an atomic system. The

famous experiment is two photon transition in the lambda system with frequency comb. This

spectroscopy is not only sensitive to line-width of frequency comb modes but also the mode

spacing. [21] In this chapter, the view of this thesis will be narrowed down from frequency

combs background theory to noise analyzation of ultrafast laser. In the decade following the

first frequency combs demonstration, there are di↵erent frequency comb oscillators developing,

fiber laser, solid state laser and micro-resonator [23] [22], and so on. Currently, the generation

of frequency optical comb is dominated by the fiber laser, because of the excellent performance

,simple optics design, portable and cheaper and there are few fast devices to compensate and

suppress the amplitude and phase noise for the fiber oscillator frequency comb. The intrinsic

noise from ultrafast oscillator and external noise from environment variation are both e↵ecting

to the frequency combs optical and electrical designing, so in this subsection , there is shown

the noise of the frequency comb analyzation, especially for the fiber combs. The experimental

example of Er fiber frequency comb will be demonstrated here in the following subsection. The

another subsection of direct frequency comb spectroscopy (DFCS) will give some examples that

are the promising results for DFCS and some challenges in this topic can solved by the novel

direct comb spectroscopy method. Extreme nonlinear process coherently convert frequency

combs to XUV and VUV range and its spectroscopy application will be included in the last

section of this chapter.

2.1 Frequency Combs

The continuous ultrafast pulse train in frequency domain is in terms of discrete very

sharp frequency longitudinal modes in the Figure 2.1. The picture connecting between the

frequency and time domain bring us into the frequency combs structure. From the viewpont of

time domain, the di↵erent between ultrafast laser and frequency comb is carrier-envelope phase

stabilization. The travel speed of ultrafast laser is comprehended as phase velocity and envelope

14



15 CHAPTER 2. FREQUENCY COMBS AND SPECTROSCOPY

velocity(group velocity). The phase velocity is in terms of vp = c

n
and the group velocity is

vg = c

n��
dn
d�

. The two velocity is not always equal due to the material dispersion ,so it leads the

walk-of between them which creates carrier-envelope phase,�� in the time domain of ultrafast

laser. The time domain picture is shown in the Figure 2.1. In the frequency domain, based on

the shift theorem of Fourier transforms, it is represented by a frequency o↵set ,f0 ,in the radio

frequency range. Thus, the optical frequency combs frequency is expressed as

⌫n = nfrep + fceo (2.1)

The phase shift is in term of the fceo in the frequency domain via Fourier transforms and

the relation to connect the time and frequency domain is fceo = frep ⇥ ��

2⇡ . Where ⌫n is the

optical frequency of the n
th frequency comb mode which is usually larger number of the order

of 106 and the frep is the repetition rate frequency of ultrafast laser. This is optical ruler for the

frequency standard express for the precision measurement with the active stabilization to fix the

random fluctuation of fceo and frep. Since frequency combs link to optical frequencies and ratio

frequencies, a very accurate ratio frequencies reference from atomic transition (atomic clocks)

could be transformed into the optical oscillation as a standard for this optical frequency ruler.

As the ultrafast laser the random fluctuation of o↵set frequency and repetition rate frequency

degrade the accuracy of the precision measurement, so the stabilization of the ultrafast laser

is essential to be the a frequency comb. The following subsection will describe the method of

stabilization and further discussion will be the noise analyzation to define the performance of

frequency combs.

15
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Figure 2.1: Optical frequency comb : Time domain picture of the electric field pulse to pulse
evolution showing the o↵set of carrier envelope. Frequency domain picture of frequency comb
showing the relation between time domain by the o↵set frequency via Fourier transform, f0
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17 CHAPTER 2. FREQUENCY COMBS AND SPECTROSCOPY

2.1.1 Stabilization method

The first two rf measurements for the stabilization of frequency combs is detection of

fr and fceo and it is able to determine the absolute optical frequency. Using fast photodiode

to measure the pulse train repetition rate with adequate filter is uncomplicated to detect the

fr. For the f0 part, the first technique to measure the pulse to pulse phase shift is called f-2f

interferometer which is also the key to realized frequency comb in year 2000. When the opti-

cal spectrum spans to one octave, the highest frequencies are a factor of two larger than the

lowest frequencies, it will be able to detect the f0. How to span the spectrum from few nm to

octave spectrum is an issue until the highly nonlinear optical fiber (HNLF) with low dispersion

provides the subtle solution which is based on the self-phase modulation, Raman scattering

nonlinear optical phenomena. The ultrafast laser was send to HNLF to broaden the bandwidth

of pulse to an octave and then coupled the broaden spectrum into interferometer. One arm is

for the long wavelength side with second harmonic crystal to double the come line with index

n in the equation (2.1) from the low frequency side, and it will have the comb line to overlap

comb teeth with the index 2n in the high frequency side of the spectrum. The two beams were

recombined with a beamsplitter and then couple it to optical fiber and fast photon detector to

measure the heterodyne beat , f0 , as equation (2.2) shown. This is called as self-reference to

detector the f0 with heterodyned itself. One example we have done in our lab is using Ytter-

bium fiber with preamp to delivery out 65 fs pulse with 600mW pulse. This output was send

to the HNLF to generate the smooth octave supercontinnue spectrum shown by blue line of

figure 2.2. We couple this broaden spectrum into interferometer. The light green line of figure.

2.2 is filtered by high pass filter, red line is the spectrum after the doubling crystal and green

line is for Yb fiber laser spectrum. The overlapping spectrum between the blue and red line at

the short wavelength around 760nm will generate the beatnote, fceo.

2⌫n � ⌫2n = 2 ⇥ (nfrep + fceo) � (2nfrep + fceo) = fceo (2.1)

17
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Figure 2.2: The Ytterbium supercontinnue spectrum via HNLF. The light green line is filtered
by high pass filter, red line is the spectrum after the doubling crystal and green line is for Yb
fiber laser spectrum. The overlapping spectrum between the blue and red line at the short
wavelength around 760nm will generate the beatnote, fceo

Another example is that Erbium 1.5 µ fiber laser, see the scheme of laser in the top of figure

2.3. Erbium fiber laser group dispersion delay(GDD) can be compensated by the anomalous

dispersion fiber and directly send the light into the HNLF to generate the octave with all fiber

design.In this Er frequency comb, we use a single mode fiber (SMF28) having anomalous dis-

persion to compress the pulses. A short segment (5cm) of HNLF was spliced directly to the

SMF28 compression fiber to generate the octave bandwidth needed for detection of fceo. The

stable mode-locking and all fiber design can be generated very broad and smooth supercon-

tinuum , the bottom of figure 2.3, at the output of the HNLF extending from about 1 µm to

beyond 2 µm. Due to the short length of the HNLF, no delay line or other spatial separation of

the beam was necessary to temporally overlap the pulses selected from 1µm and 2µm spectral

regions. We will introduce frequency comb noise and performance by this laser system in the

following section.

Self-reference is not the only method for detecting the optical absolute frequency or f0 via

octave spectrum. A cw laser phase locked to the atomic transition can be determined the

18



19 CHAPTER 2. FREQUENCY COMBS AND SPECTROSCOPY

absolute frequency and heterodyne it with low frequency part of comb line octave spectrum to

have the frequency information linked to the cw laser. And then it was send into the double

crystal to have the SHG signal, after that combine with the high frequency part of comb line

to detector out the f0 with fast detector. The relative equation is shown on the (2.2).

f(cw�beat) � f(2cwbeat) = 2⌫cw � (2 ⇥ nfrep + fceo) � (2⌫cw � 2(nfrep + fceo)) = fceo (2.2)

While the fr and fceo are detected and then ultrafast laser still need to be stabilized to be a 106

order of narrowed lines precision laser. There are varies di↵erent mature techniques means of

laser stabilization from creating di↵erent error signal method. The stabilization feedback system

performance is dependent on ,how to choose the correct actuators to match the system noise

frequency response and how to generate error signal to increase the sensitivity of locking system.

As the following paragraph, it will describe the few experimental examples to demonstrate the

phase locking scheme of frequency comb and analyze the amplitude and phase noise.

For the frequency combs, there are two fundamental variable have to be controlled or sta-

bilized, fceo and fr. As the description above, fceo is detector by the phase sensitive f-2f

interferometer and the dynamics of fceo is relative to the intracavity dispersion. The e�ciency

and well-known phase-locked for fceo technique is modulating the pump power which will ma-

nipulate the amount of dispersion of the gain medium and SPM (self-phase modulation). The

drawback of this actuators is that laser phase noise source is always coupled via the pump

current source. The process of the amplitude to phase noise couplings, especially for fiber

laser, would increase the di�culty of fceo phase locking. The diode pump source has the higher

performance and low intensity noise as it operates at the higher current level [24]. In order to

reduce the phase noise in the laser usually increase the current of the pump source. The more

discussion will be written in the next section. The dynamics range of pump source modulator

is limited due to this reason. The feedback bandwidth for pump current modulation is also lim-

ited by the lifetime of the gain medium. For example, the feedback bandwidth for pump pump

19



20 CHAPTER 2. FREQUENCY COMBS AND SPECTROSCOPY

obtain ~3 mW of average power in the single pulsing regime at a repetition rate of 42 MHz. A 
typical spectrum for the final configuration is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The output from the 
tf-CNT laser is sent through an inline fiber-coupled acousto-optic modulator (AOM) 
configured to transmit the first-order diffracted beam (< 2 dB loss). In this configuration, the 
modes of the frequency comb are equally shifted by exactly the AOM driving frequency (80 
MHz ± 5%), enabling direct control of fceo external to the laser cavity without affecting the 
laser repetition rate. This approach enables high bandwidth feedback control with a simple 
servo design, not limited by details of the laser. Specifically, we are not limited by the erbium 
gain lifetime which is known to limit the feedback bandwidth to ~10’s kHz when using the 
pump laser power to control fceo [5,6]. No significant decrease of the laser spectral bandwidth 
was found in transmission, though slight distortion of the overall shape was observed. To 
minimize potential intensity modulation related to the radio frequency dependent diffraction 
efficiency of the AOM, we limited the range of fceo correction to < 1 MHz. Although an AOM 
has previously been used for directly controlling and stabilizing fceo in Ti:sapphire laser 
systems [7,8], it is particularly useful in fiber systems as it can help to increase the servo 
bandwidth and is, to the best of our knowledge, the first time one has been incorporated into 
an all fiber design. The pulse train transmitted through the AOM is amplified in a single stage 
amplifier to ~100 mW. We use a single mode fiber (SMF28) having anomalous dispersion to 
compress the pulses. A short segment (~5cm) of highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF) was spliced 
directly to the SMF28 compression fiber to generate the octave bandwidth needed for 
detection of fceo. The design of the amplifier, compression stage and supercontinuum 
generation was reported in Ref. [9]. Due to the stable mode-locking and all fiber design, we 
observe very broad and smooth supercontinuum at the output of the HNLF extending from 
about 1 μm to beyond 2 μm. In previous work, we have shown that this 
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Fig. 1. Schematic layout of tapered fiber CNT based fiber frequency comb. OC: output coupler; 
AOM: acousto-optic modulator; WDM: wavelength division multiplexer; EDF: erbium-doped 
fiber; HNLF: highly nonlinear fiber; f-2f: nonlinear interferometer for detection of the carrier 
envelope offset frequency. Inset shows output spectrum of laser before the broadening in the 
HNLF. 

continuum can be reliably compressed to near the Fourier-transform limit to generate sub-20 
fs pulses centered near 1300 nm [9], or as a convenient source of ~110 fs pulses centered near 
1040 nm for efficient amplification in Yb gain fiber [10]. Here, we couple the output from the 
HNLF to free space for detection of fceo. The portion of the spectrum near 2 μm is phase-
matched for second harmonic generation in a 1 cm long sample of periodically-poled lithium 
niobate (PPLN) which interferes with the original spectrum near 1 μm. An interference filter 
selects the overlapping portion of the “f” and “2f” spectra and the fceo beatnote is detected 
using a silicon avalanche photodiode. Due to the short length of the HNL fiber, no delay line 
or other spatial separation of the beam was necessary to temporally overlap the pulses selected 
from 1 μm and 2 μm spectral regions. We note this system can easily be integrated into a truly 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic layout of tapered fiber CNT based fiber frequency comb. OC: output
coupler; AOM: acousto-optic modulator; WDM: wavelength division multiplexer; EDF: erbium-
doped fiber; HNLF: highly nonlinear fiber; f-2f: nonlinear interferometer for detection of the
carrier envelope o↵set frequency. Inset shows output spectrum of laser before the broadening
in the HNLF and the bottom of this figure shows the supercontinnue spectrum after HNLF
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current modulation for Er fiber laser is about 100KHz with the external electronics servo gain.

An AOM (acoustic-optic modulator) outside the laser cavity will be another fast modulator to

control the fceo, and an AOM can shift all frequency comb lines by the driving rf frequency of

AOM which is normally in the range 10s of MHz to GHz. Although the di↵raction e�ciency

of AOM and induced spatial dispersion could be an issue, the feedback bandwidth of the AOM

could increase up to 300KHz which is limited by the propagation delay of the acoustic waves

in the crystal. An erbium all fiber frequency combs based on taper-fiber carbon nanotube is

schematically drawn in Fig. 2.3 and demonstrate the fceo locking with fiber type AOM outside

the laser cavity. The phase locked fceo is shown in Fig. 2.4(b). The servo bumps at 300 kHz

from the center frequency are evident in the figure. The inset shows an instrument resolution

limited linewidth of 1 Hz, indicating the o↵set frequency is phase coherent with the LO for

long observations times. The total integrated power within the coherent spike is calculated to

be ⇠ 94%.The phase noise power spectrum becomes a more meaningful measure of the noise

present in fceo once the measured linewidth is reduced below the resolution of the spectrum

analyzer. The measured in-loop phase noise of the stabilized fceo is shown in Fig. 2.5(a), with

the phase fluctuations from the error signal for a 10s time interval shown in the inset. The

in-loop integrated phase noise from 10 Hz to 400 kHz is 0.8 rad. The long-term phase stability

of the laser is demonstrated in the Allan deviation measurement shown in Fig. 2.5(b) for up to

100s averaging timescales. It is important to note that the frequency counter used for this mea-

surement was phase locked to the LO to which fceo was locked. The noise floor was measured

by directly connecting the LO (8.6 MHz) to the counter and measuring the fractional frequency

instability. The 1/⌧ dependence is as expected when comparing two phase coherent sources.

Measurement of the fractional frequency instability of fceo (measured at 86 MHz) gives nearly

identical results, indicating that there is no measurable excess frequency instability introduced

when fceo is phase locked to the LO and verifying that the signals remain phase coherent for

these time scales. The right hand side of the graph shows the measured frequency fluctuations

for fceo. The laser was able to maintain phase lock for time scales up to several hours, primarily

limited by the dynamic range of the feedback control system.
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Fig. 3. (a) Free-running linewidth of fceo measured with an electronic spectrum analyzer and 
300 Hz video resolution bandwidth. Larger signal at ~42 MHz corresponds to the fundamental 
repetition rate of the laser. (b) Stabilized carrier envelope offset frequency recorded with 1kHz 
video resolution bandwidth. Inset shows resolution bandwidth limited 1 Hz linewidth. RBW: 
resolution bandwidth. 

pump diode in this way. In general, we have found a large variation in current noise from the 
power supplies of different models and manufacturers. 

The original laser used to obtain the data shown in Fig. 2(a) had a FWHM spectral 
bandwidth of ~12-15 nm. By minimizing the pump laser RIN, we were able to observe free-
running fceo linewidths <100 kHz (FWHM) similar to that shown by the black solid curve in 
Fig. 2(b). Further reduction of the fceo linewidth for this laser was not possible with isolation 
from external perturbations alone. The laser cavity was modified to produce a broader spectral 
bandwidth by reducing the net cavity group-delay dispersion (GDD) and utilizing a SA with 
increased modulation depth. A typical spectrum of ~30 nm FWHM is shown in the inset of 
Fig. 1. Only recently has similar broad bandwidth performance been obtained with CNT based 
mode-locked fiber lasers utilizing stretched-pulse dispersion compensation designs [16,17]. 
These changes to the fundamental properties of the laser resulted in a greatly improved free-
running fceo linewidth, particularly in the wings as shown by the dotted (red) curve in  
Fig. 2(b). It is known that quantum limitations to the timing jitter and phase noise can 
sensitively depend on parameters such as the intra-cavity pulse evolution, spectral bandwidth 
and cavity dispersion [12,13,18,19]. A more systematic investigation on the dependence of 
timing and optical phase noise in this laser system for different oscillator configurations will 
be the focus of future work. 

The slowly drifting fceo beatnote typically exhibits a |20 kHz linewidth. A >35dB signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) is observed with a RBW of 100 kHz (see Fig. 4(a)). Instabilities or 
fluctuations in the background noise floor due to Q-switching or noise in the continuum 
generation process were not present. The offset frequency was phase locked to a RF local 
oscillator (LO) using a division of 10 to enable more robust locking. The fceo could be directly 
stabilized to the LO by controlling the pump laser power through the current controller, in 
combination with a feed-forward circuit to provide an increased feedback loop bandwidth of 
100 kHz. However, using the AOM to control fceo in parallel extended the loop bandwidth to 
300 kHz. The phase locked fceo is shown in Fig. 3(b). The servo bumps at 300 kHz from the 
center frequency are evident in the figure. The inset shows an instrument resolution limited 
linewidth of ~1 Hz, indicating the offset frequency is phase coherent with the LO for long 
observations times. The total integrated power within the coherent spike is calculated to be 
~94%. 
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Figure 2.4: (a) Free-running linewidth of fceo measured with an electronic spectrum analyzer
and 300 Hz video resolution bandwidth. Larger signal at 42 MHz corresponds to the funda-
mental repetition rate of the laser. (b) Stabilized carrier envelope o↵set frequency recorded with
1kHz video resolution bandwidth. Inset shows resolution bandwidth limited 1 Hz linewidth.
RBW: resolution bandwidth
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Fig. 4. (a) Measurement of in-loop spectral density of phase fluctuations with an integrated 
value of 0.8 rad. Inset shows in-loop error signal of residual phase fluctuations versus time. (b) 
Allan deviation measurement of fceo indicating frequency fluctuations relative to the local 
oscillator. The 1/τ dependence is expected when comparing 2 phase coherent signals. Also 
shown is the measurement noise floor of the detection system (open squares). Dashed line is a 
guide for the eye showing the 1/τ dependence. 

The phase noise power spectrum becomes a more meaningful measure of the noise present 
in fceo once the measured linewidth is reduced below the resolution of the spectrum analyzer. 
The measured in-loop phase noise of the stabilized fceo is shown in Fig. 4(a), with the phase 
fluctuations from the error signal for a 10 s time interval shown in the inset. The in-loop 
integrated phase noise from 10 Hz to 400 kHz is 0.8 rad. The long-term phase stability of the 
laser is demonstrated in the Allan deviation measurement shown in Fig. 4(b) for up to 100 s 
averaging timescales. It is important to note that the frequency counter used for this 
measurement was phase locked to the LO to which fceo was locked. The noise floor was 
measured by directly connecting the LO (8.6 MHz) to the counter and measuring the 
fractional frequency instability. The 1/τ dependence is as expected when comparing two phase 
coherent sources. Measurement of the fractional frequency instability of fceo (measured at 86 
MHz) gives nearly identical results, indicating that there is no measurable excess frequency 
instability introduced when fceo is phase locked to the LO and verifying that the signals remain 
phase coherent for these time scales. The right hand side of the graph shows the measured 
frequency fluctuations for fceo. The laser was able to maintain phase lock for time scales up to 
several hours, primarily limited by the dynamic range of the feedback control system. 

4. Summary 
In summary, we have shown that the tf-CNT fs fiber laser can be utilized to generate a low 
noise, high performance frequency comb in a simple all fiber oscillator design. We 
investigated sources of noise and optimized the system to provide a stable and narrow free 
running offset frequency linewidth (~20 kHz), amenable to tight phase locking with active 
stabilization. The integrated and low cost design will provide an attractive alternative for fiber 
based fs frequency combs. Compared to other fiber laser designs based on CNT’s, the tapered 
fiber design may enable higher powers due to the increased damaged threshold. This can aid 
in future designs generating higher power and higher repetition rate all-fiber frequency combs. 
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Figure 2.5: (a) Free-running linewidth of fceo measured with an electronic spectrum analyzer
and 300 Hz video resolution bandwidth. Larger signal at 42 MHz corresponds to the funda-
mental repetition rate of the laser. (b) Stabilized carrier envelope o↵set frequency recorded with
1kHz video resolution bandwidth. Inset shows resolution bandwidth limited 1 Hz linewidth.
RBW: resolution bandwidth
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To control the fr is a straightforward method, change the laser cavity length to change

the round trip time of the pulse, the piezoelectric transducer(PZT)/mirror or PZT/fiber stretch-

ing the fiber length is the simple way to add in the laser cavity, although the bandwidth is

limited by the loading of the PZT and PZT induce the temporal delay for the system electrical

response. For the slow environmental perturbations, like thermal issue induce the cavity length

change, longer PZT is able to keep the stabilization fr in the center of the reference to maintain

the phase locking time up to the experimental demand. Electro-optic-modulator (EOM) is able

to change the cavity length with fast frequency response [25]. Applying the high voltage to

EOM crystal to change the index of refraction of the crystal to a↵ect the laser cavity e↵ective

length. In order to increase the bandwidth of EOM, we add few layers of indium foil to damp

the oscillation frequency and housing EOM with adjustable screws to increase or decrease the

strength on the EOM crystal. Fig 2.7 shows the Ytterbium fiber comb with EOM in-loop fre-

quency noise power spectrum which integrated phase noise is about 0.29 rad
2 from . The insert

of Fig 2.7 is the Ytterbium fiber comb in-loop beat with CW laser from nonplanar ring oscilla-

tor(NPRO). This method for phase locking fr can have feedback bandwidth few hundreds KHz

to MHz. As the description for the detection of fr previously, the repetition rate signal from fast

photodetector will beat with reference frequency to generate the error signal. The fractional

uncertainty of repetition rate of frequency comb is defined as �f

fr
, �f is the in-loop uncertainty

to the reference and fr is the fundamental or high harmonics of repetition rate. For example,

the fundamental repetition rate is 100 MHz in our laser system and assume the in-loop repeti-

tion rate can be stabilized to 1Hz and the fractional uncertainty is about 10�8. This means the

optical frequency comb linewidth at the 1064nm is about 282THz⇥10�8 = 2.82MHz. In order

to increase the accuracy of the stabilization, we can use the high harmonics of repetition rate

to generate the error signal which means that if 10 times of fr frequency be used, the fractional

uncertainty could be up to one order of amplitude and the optical linewidth could be down

to 282 KHz. However, this needs faster detector to suppose this stabilization scheme. fr can

be phase locked with a CW laser with a narrow linewidth laser to few Hz to mHz. Then, the

fraction uncertainty will become 4⇥ 10�15 and the optical linewidth will be the same linewidth
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of CW. The stability directly transfer via the optical beat between a stable CW laser to fre-

quency comb fr with a regular photodetector. We use the stable NPRO CW laser to generate

the error signal for our high accurate dual comb laser system for the spectroscopy application.

This high power dual comb laser system discussion will be shown in the Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.6: The Ytterbium frequency comb frequency noise with EOM in-loop feedback on.
The integrated in-loop phase noise is 0.29rad

2 from 10Hz to 1MHz. The insert shows the in-loop
beatnote with NPRO CW laser, span: 700KHz and RBW: 100Hz
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2.1.2 Performance and noise analysis

In the recent decades, the fiber laser have became the most popular frequency comb source

of a great deal of research and development ; however initial fiber frequency combs showed noise

performance due to several aspects of the fiber laser. In this paragraph, we will discuss the

noise source of fiber laser and show the experimental results for the fiber laser performance

and noise analyzation. The fiber laser with high gain and high loss environments which can

induce the Amplifier spontaneous emission(ASE)-induced quantum noise, environmental noise

inducing the thermal and acoustic noise and pump intensity noise inducing the phase noise are

not suitable for frequency comb developing for high precision spectroscopy application.For a

number of applications requires phase locking the optical reference directly to the comb line

and the phase and frequency noise of comb lines would be transferred directly to the optical

reference. In such cases, how to build the low noise free running fiber laser is important. Devel-

opment of the active feedback control to reduce the laser frequency noise is a cleaver techniques

to find the solution of this fundamental noise issue; however, in reality, the optimized low noise

laser condition and more broadband feedback system design will be the only way for a best

frequency comb system. Mode-locked fiber laser have significant noise from phase and intensity

noise due to two types of noise source, intra-cavity and extra-cavity. The intra-cavity noise is

more sensitivity than the extra-cavity noise. For example, the length change of intra-cavity

will cause the whole frequency combs line jitter and the extra-cavity noise will add the phase

shift. While the ASE noise arise outside cavity by an fiber amplifier will increase the white

phase noise, and the same noise source but intra-cavity will cause the frequency noise which will

cause the white frequency noise called the quantum-limited frequency jitter on the repetition

rate and individual comb modes. It is important conclusion that intra-cavity noise broadens

the comb linewidth and the extra-cavity noise decrease the comb visibility by increasing the

noise floor. Intra-cavity noise types includes environmental fluctuations in the cavity length

and loss, pump intensity noise induced phase noise and ASE noise. The pump induced noise

will be coupled into two change of laser parameters, f0 and fceo. The f0 induced noise by pump

power, It can be described by the equation from [26] as Eq.(2.3).
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The repetition frequency is dependent of slow change of pump power, P and repetition rate

will be manipulated by the net second and third dispersion parameters �2 and �3 which shift

the carrier frequency ,!c and the rms spectral width !rms. The other e↵ect is by the e↵ective

nonlinear loss due to the high gain characteristic of fiber laser. It is possible to operate laser

at the point where the dfr

dP
is close to zero. The zero point will have the benefit to modulate

the pump power for locking of fceo. In the other words, the pump frequency fluctuations will

be described as the power spectrum density (PSD) [ref] and the Eq.(2.4) shows the frequency

dependent fluctuation is relative to the pump source relative intensity noise (RIN) where the

measured valued of B ⇠ 4 ⇥ 10�11
, f3dB ⇠ 6KHz.

S
pump

r
= B

1

1 + (f/f3dB)2
SRINpump (2.4)

The experimental results in our lab of this theory prediction will be shown in the following

sentense. If fiber lasers pumped by fiber Bragg-grating (FBG) stabilized diodes, the AM noise

can be attributed primarily to noise in the diode laser power supply [24]. We have observed

this coupling of AM to phase noise in the free running linewidth of the tf-CNT fiber laser. The

residual intensity noise (RIN) from the pump diode can be reduced when operated at higher

powers in combination with appropriate optical attenuation before the fiber laser. This e↵ect

is due to the decreased fractional amplitude fluctuations of the current supply when operating

the diode laser at higher currents. By observing the free-running linewidth of fceo, one can

assess the level of noise perturbing the evolution of carrier-envelope o↵set phase. Figure 2(a)

shows the measured free-running linewidth of fceo as a function of the diode current when using

a FBG pump diode.The pump power incident on the tf-CNT fiber oscillator was kept fixed

at each point using optical attenuation. The free- running fceo linewidth was determined at
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each point using a Lorentzian fit to the data. Our results are in good qualitative agreement

with those in [24], where the observed free-running fceo linewidth is reduced to below the 100

kHz level simply by minimizing the RIN from the pump diode in this way. In general, we

have found a large variation in current noise from the power supplies of di↵erent models and

manufacturers. In order to improve the amplitude and frequency noise on the frequency comb,

we optimized the fceo linewidth by manipulate the net-cavity dispersions. The original laser

used to obtain the data shown in Fig.2.7a had a FWHM spectral bandwidth of 12-15 nm.

By minimizing the pump laser RIN, we were able to observe free-running fceo linewidths ¡100

kHz (FWHM) similar to that shown by the black solid curve in Fig.2.7b. Further reduction

of the fceo linewidth for this laser was not possible with isolation from external perturbations

alone. The laser cavity was modified to produce a broader spectral bandwidth by reducing the

net cavity group-delay dispersion (GDD) and utilizing a SA with increased modulation depth.

A typical spectrum of 30 nm FWHM is shown in the inset of Fig.2.3. These changes to the

fundamental properties of the laser resulted in a greatly improved free-running fceo linewidth,

particularly in the wings as shown by the dotted (red) curve in Fig. It is known that quantum

limitations to the timing jitter and phase noise can sensitively depend on parameters such as the

intra-cavity pulse evolution, spectral bandwidth, cavity dispersion all we called it as intra-cavity

ASE noise source [27] [28] [29] [30]. There are serval fiber laser designs that can operate in

di↵erent mode-locked regimes based on the various group delay dispersion(GDD) from negative

to more normal like, soliton-like (GDD< 0), similariton (GDD ⇠ 0) and all normal dispersion

(GDD< 0 ). We will discuss further in the chapter 5 of high power Yb-doped fiber laser design.
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all guided design as demonstrated in [11] by using a commercially available fiber coupled 
PPLN sample. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Measured linewidth of fceo versus current to pump laser diode. Optical power was 
attenuated at each data point to maintain a constant pump power. (b) Measured fceo beatnote for 
two different laser cavity configurations producing laser spectral bandwidths of 12 nm and 30 
nm (full-width at half maximum). The resolution bandwidth (RBW) for each was 100 kHz. 
VBW: video bandwidth. 

3. Characterization and stabilization of fceo 

By observing the free-running linewidth of fceo, one can assess the level of noise perturbing 
the evolution of carrier-envelope offset phase. Noise contributions arise from both external 
environmental perturbations as well as from more fundamental quantum limitations in the 
mode-locking process [12,13]. In previous work, it has been shown that excess amplitude 
modulation (AM) noise from the pump laser can be a dominant source of instability and 
broadening of the fceo linewidth in both solid-state and fiber laser systems [5,6,14,15]. In fiber 
lasers pumped by fiber Bragg-grating (FBG) stabilized diodes, the AM noise can be attributed 
primarily to noise in the diode laser power supply [6]. We have observed this coupling of AM 
to phase noise in the free running linewidth of the tf-CNT fiber laser. The residual intensity 
noise (RIN) from the pump diode can be reduced when operated at higher powers in 
combination with appropriate optical attenuation before the fiber laser. This effect is due to 
the decreased fractional amplitude fluctuations of the current supply when operating the diode 
laser at higher currents. Figure 2(a) shows the measured free-running linewidth of fceo as a 
function of the diode current when using a FBG pump diode. The pump power incident on the 
tf-CNT fiber oscillator was kept fixed at each point using optical attenuation. The free-
running fceo linewidth was determined at each point using a Lorentzian fit to the data. Our 
results are in good qualitative agreement with those in [6], where the observed free-running 
fceo linewidth is reduced to below the 100 kHz level simply by minimizing the RIN from the 
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Figure 2.7: (a) Measured linewidth of fceo versus current to pump laser diode. Optical power
was attenuated at each data point to maintain a constant pump power. (b) Measured fceo
beatnote for two di↵erent laser cavity configurations producing laser spectral bandwidths of 12
nm and 30 nm (full-width at half maximum). The resolution bandwidth (RBW) for each was
100 kHz. VBW: video bandwidth.
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2.1.3 Direct frequency combs spectroscopy

Spectroscopy is the essential application with the frequency combs and there are a lot of

experimental results have been demonstrated near these two decades. With precise time and

frequency properties of a ultrafast laser, these two features can be combined to the spectroscopy

field research. The first group in the 2005 have demonstrated the linear absorption spectroscopy

[31]. This report measure the absorption spectroscopy of 133
Cs by changing the repetition rate

and have the accuracy competed with stable and tunable CW laser. The broad frequency

comb bandwidth lead to a single acquisition for broad bandwidth spectroscopy. The frequency

comb can be viewed as a multimode laser with narrow linewidth modes at the known optical

frequency by the Eq.(2.1). The direct frequency comb spectroscopy is not only useful for linear

spectroscopy but also for nonlinear spectroscopy (multi-photon spectroscopy). For example, two

photon transitions spectroscopy is that the two photon interact with an intermediate state with

nonlinear resonance. When one pair of the comb modes is on resonant and then all modes of

frequency comb will be resonant pair for this intermediate transition, because all modes are the

equal space [21]. Frequency comb can provide the more accurate spectroscopy method compared

to the traditional approaches, and it also has the broadband spectrum width. For the single or

multi-photon transition, it is preferable to limit the spectral domain to avoid the background

transition, for example, the one photon transition in the two photon nonlinear absorption

signal. There are di↵erent approach trying to detect the broadband spectral with the high

resolution and potentially to have the relative phase information of these adjacent transition.

The challenge of this method is how to resolve the individual comb modes from the high

density and bandwidth of frequency comb. The Fabry-Perot has the enough finesse (100MHz)

to resolve the individual comb modes but the free spectral range is less than 100GHz, and the

grating technique has the opposite issue, high bandwidth (over 100THz), but low resolution

(less than 10GHz). The one solution is called virtually-imaged phased array(VIPA) which is

the plane-parallel etalon [32] . A high resolution spectrometer for individual comb modes are

realized by combining the VIPA and a grating and the spectral resolution can be achieved

to 3GHz [33]. Cavity Enhanced direct comb spectroscopy (DFCS) is an ideal configuration
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for the atomic and molecular measurements. DFCS realized the few features simultaneously,

broadband spectrum detection range, high spectral resolution, and high sensitivity [34]. Higher

sensitivity the cavity has , the higher cavity finesse needs. Cavity finesse can be higher and then

the enhancement in the cavity can be 100000 or higher. However, the acquisition time can be

longer as the higher cavity finesse in terms of the more sensitivity of more spectrum range. A

interferometer spectroscopy , Fourier transform spectroscopy (FTS), have been demonstrated

with frequency combs. By replacing the incoherent light source with frequency comb, the

FTS acquisition time and signal to noise ration can be bette, and especially for, the detection

sensitivity can be improved by serval orders of magnitude [12]. However, It is a trade-o↵ between

the acquisition time and spectral resolution due to the moving mirror in the interferometer.

In the 2002, a proposal states that combination of two combs with slightly detuned repetition

rate can provide the high speed, more accurate spectral resolution and broadband spectroscopy

method, called multi-heterodyne spectroscopy or Dual Combs Spectroscopy (DCS) [13]. In the

decade, from 2005 to 2015, the first experimental result of this revolutionized method have been

demonstrated in the IR [35] [36], after that the IR ,mid-IR and visual spectrum DCS have been

used for di↵erent species of molecular [37] [38].The resolution of this innovated spectroscopy

method can be much better improved without trade-o↵ of the bandwidth, acquisition time.

The DCF applications have extended from linear absorption spectroscopy to nonlinear DCS

,like nonlinear dual combs Raman spectroscopy which they extend DCF to stimulated Raman

scattering [39] and nonlinear dual combs two-photon spectroscopy. In this thesis, we will use

DCS to investigate the spectroscopy of laser induce plasma spectroscopy (LIBS) and apply the

DCS to Vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) and the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) wavelength region.

2.2 XUV Frequency Combs Spectroscopy

Previous section described the enhance cavity direct comb spectroscopy by coupling the

broad bandwidth optical comb lines coherently to a high finesse optical cavity. Generating the

XUV frequency comb require the extreme nonlinear process, High Harmonic Generation(HHG),
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via enhancement cavity. Because XUV frequency combs is for high precision spectroscopy,

the temporal coherent properties, absolute phase and frequency stability, are more important

than the other applications with the low repetition rate and high pulse energy ultrafast laser

system[ref]. The low repetition rate high energy laser system with average power W level,

kHz fr and mJ pulse energy, will achieve peak intensity over 1014
Wcm

�2 to drive the extreme

nonlinear process HHG e�ciently to XUV wavelength range directly. We will describe HHG

process detail in more detail in the chapter 6. However, the pulse to pulse timing jitter will

be increasing due to the longer period of the pulse train in the time domain. In the other

word, the noise modulation frequency bandwidth access to the fr level will blur out the comb

structure and it is di�culty to recover by the active feedback system, so the XUV frequency

comb have to be generated via the HHG process with high repetition rate frequency comb. The

high repetition rate frequency comb still need around 50µJ pulse energy to drive the HHG for

converting full repetition rate to the XUV frequency comb. The average power with typical

repetition rate 100MHz and pulse energy 50µJ is about 5KW. The current ultrafast frequency

comb is impossible to reach this average power. In the following subsection, we will introduce

a passive technique, femtosecond enhancement cavity (fsECs), based on a passive high finesse

optical resonators [40] [41].

2.2.1 Femtosecond enhancement cavity

This high finesse passive cavity is used to the direct comb spectroscopy to improve the

sensitivity of measurement. The same ideal and components will be implemented to the high

harmonic generation by enhancing the laser intensity inside this passive cavity. We start at a

passive resonator for that the coherent light emitting at frequency ! is continuously coupled by

a input coupler ( partially transmissive mirror ) with field transmission Ti(!) and reflectivity

Ri(!). After the round trip through the resonator, the attenuation of E-field factor is Ii(!)

and a spectral phase is �(!) due to the E-field a↵ected by any dispersive element inside the

cavity or filled gas inside the cavity and mirror thermal induced by intra-cavity high energy

filed. Figure 2.8 shows the simple case of resonator consisting of an input coupler, two high
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reflecting curve mirror and one high reflecting mirror. The incident field ,in front of the cavity

input coupler, amplitude is equal to "i(!) . The "in(!) is the E-field after the input cavity

and "r(!) is the field reflected by the input coupler. The intra-cavity field after a round trip

reflected at the input coupler is expressed by the field "cav(!) and it is equal to "in(!)RiRcav.

IC

CMCM

HR

!" # 	,&" #

'()*(#), &()* #

-./0(#)

-"(#)

Figure 2.8: This schematics shows a simple cavity encompassed a input coupler(IC), a high
reflection mirror(HR), two curve mirror(CM). The coherent light source ,"i(!), is coupled into
the cavity by the input coupler which has the transmission ,Ti(!), and reflection,Ri(!). After
one round trip propagation, the E-field become as Ec(!) with the cavity total loss Rcav.
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"cav(!) = "in(!)RiRcav (2.5)

The additional round trip adding information is �(!) which can result in the bandwidth

limitation of the cavity enhancement. The �(!) can be described by the round trip phase

shift a↵ected by the dispersion material and adding more geometric phase shift due to focusing

derived by Gaussian beam propagation equation[ref]. Including the above phase shift informa-

tion, the electric field after one round trip can be expressed by "cav(!) = "in(!)RiRcav�(!) In

the steady state which is achieved by the following equation, the circulating amplitude is equal

to the one round trip electric field.

"cav(!) = "in(!)RiRcav�(!) + "i(!)Ti(!) (2.6)

This equation can be solved for "cav(!) and the frequency power enhancement factor Q is

defined as :

Q ⌘
����
"cav(!)

"i(!)

����
2

(2.7)

Equation 2.7 cab be rearranged by equation 2.6 to

����
"cav(!)

"i(!)

����
2

=

����
Ti(!)

1 � Ri(!)Rcav(!)exp(ı�(!))

����
2

(2.8)

Using the free spectral range (FSR) definition, equation 2.8 can be rewritten to quantize the

power enhancement factor with the resonator character. Cavity finesse, F , is a useful charac-

teristic parameter because it is defined as the number of interfering modes inside a cavity.

Q =
Ti(!)2

1 � 2Rcav(!)Ri(!) + Rcav(!)2Ri(!)2
⇥ 1

1 + (2F (!)/⇡)2 sin2(�(!/2))
(2.9)
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F ⌘ ⇡(Ri(!)Rcav(!))1/2

(1 � Ri(!)Rcav(!))2
(2.10)

When the condition � is equal to a multiple of 2⇡, we call this cavity is on resonance,

and the cavity enhancement is reaching to maximum. The full width at half maximum of a

resonance peak can be found by the transmitted Intensity equation which can be expressed by

the equation 2.9. The relation between F and �!FWHM shown by the equation(2.11) and the

figure 2.9.

F ⌘ �!FSR

�!FWHM

(2.11)

For a high reflectivity cavity( losses ⇠ 0), Ri ⇡ Rcav = R and T
2
i
⇡ (1 � R

2
cav

). The equation

2.9 will be simply expressed as :

Q =
1

1 � R2
(2.11)

F =
⇡R

1 � R2
(2.12)

The resonant intra-cavity intensity can be described as

Icavity ⇡
F
⇡

⇥ Iin (2.13)

For a given value of R ⌧ 1 and the impedance matched condition(Tic = 1 � Rcav), the

power enhancement factor of the cavity is on the order of F
⇡

, and typical values of the power

enhancement factors can reached in the range of 100 to 1000. The enhancement cavity phase

of light can be increased strongly and linearly with respect to the single round trip phase.

The sensitivity enhancement of the intra-cavity phase shifting can be on the order of F
⇡

, so

the enhancement cavity can be an ideal appliance for the slight phase change inside the cavity
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which we can call it as phase enhancement. We will discuss more detail experimental results

in the Chapter 6.

The above calculation is the basic model for femtosecond enhancement cavity. Summarily

the prerequisites for the best enhancement femtosecond cavity are the low losses and dispersion

over the spectral bandwidth of the pulses. In the time domain, the incoming pulses and the

circulating pulses have to be get constructive interferences that means the timing of incoming

pulse at the input coupler have to be the same with the circulating pulse ,for example, the

pulse to pulse CEP slip ��cep o↵set have to be zero. The pulse shape of the incoming pulse

and the circulating pulses have to be preserved as the dispersion keep lower. Optimal power

enhancement will be achieved as the conditions above are matched. In the frequency domain,

the pulse train corresponds to a comb of equidistant spectral lines spaced by the pulse repetition

frequency and carrier envelope o↵set frequency. The cavity longitudinal and transversal cavity

modes have to be equal exactly with the optical frequencies of the femtosecond laser. If the

round trip phase is su�ciently linear due to the lower high order dispersion over the incoming

spectrum, there is an optimized case for the femtosecond enhancement cavity. The figure 2.9

depicted these condition.
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Figure 2.9: The round trip E field spectrum could be filtered out by the high order dispersion
inside the cavity. Green line shows the incident spectrum of frequency comb and red line is
the intra-cavity spectrum. The parameters of o↵set frequency of comb could be adjusted to
optimized the enhancement power factor and also the intra-cavity spectrum bandwidth is able
to be increased.
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Chapter 3

Dual Comb Spectroscopy

Direct comb spectroscopy is an essential application which merges the precise and rapid

broadband capabilities of femtosecond frequency combs. The e�cient spectroscopy measure-

ment will be demonstrated by this high periodical and precision frequency light source. Dual

Comb Spectroscopy(DCS) will provide a new spectroscopic tool that exploits the limitation

of frequency resolution and accuracy for broadband spectrum and ultra-rapid spectroscopy.

In this chapter, we will introduce the ultrafast spectroscopy principle from traditional Fourier

Transform spectroscopy to DCS. The several advantages of direct frequency comb spectroscopy

will be demonstrated by the compact DCS scheme.

3.1 Traditional Fourier Transform Spectroscopy

Fourier transform spectroscopy provides precise and broadband capabilities at the same

time. The Fourier transform spectrometer is based on a Michelson interferometer that splits

a broadband light source into two beams of equal intensity by optical beamsplitter and both

are recombined again with a mechanical optical delay stage and can be set-up in Fig.3.1. The

signal on the detector is recorded as a function of the optical delay ⌧ . The measurement

can be described in terms of heterodyne beat measurements or in terms of autocorrelation

measurements. The heterodyne signal generated by superposition of two electric fields, E(t) =
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E e
(�i!t) + c.c. and E

0(t) = E 0
e
(�i!

0
t) + c.c., is expressed as

S(t) / |E(t) + E
0(t)|2 =

���E e
(�i!t) + E ⇤

e
(i!t) + E 0

e
(�i!

0
t) + E 0⇤

e
(i!0

t)
���
2

(3.1)

This equation generates few terms. First one is the DC component,

1

2
E E ⇤ +

1

2
E 0E 0⇤ (3.2)

Second one is the detectable AC frequency and also called the beat-note, and the remaining

are optical frequency terms.

E E 0⇤
exp(�i(! � !

0)t) (3.3)

E E 0⇤
exp(�i(! + !

0)t) + .... (3.4)

Hence, the detector signal resulting from Michelson interferometers is described as a collinear

second order interference autocorrelation.

Light source

Detector

Mirror

Mirror

Optical	delay	

DAQ

Figure 3.1: Michelson Interferometer. A beamsplitter separates the beam into two parts. One
part is reflected by a high reflection mirror and the other beam is reflected by a optical delay
with a moving mirror translation stage. The two beam are combined together by the same
beamsplitter and collect the interferogram using an detector with the function of the optical
delay.
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For a monochromatic light with the electric field, E(t) = E0exp(�i!0t)+c.c.., the Michelson

interferometer measurement can be defined as,

S(⌧) =
1

2
E E ⇤ +

1

2
E 0E 0⇤ + E E 0⇤

exp(�i!0⌧) + c.c.. (3.5)

The Wiener-Khinchin theorem describes the Fourier transform of the field interferogram is

the spectrum of the field E(t) expressed as,

F (⌫) =

Z 1

�1
S(⌧)exp(�i2⇡⌫⌧)d⌧ (3.6)

As the definition of the Fourier transform, the inverse Fourier transform of the spectrum

F (⌫) is interferogram. If we replace the monochromatic to frequency comb incident on the

Michelson interferometer with an optical delay with a constantly moving mirror of a velocity,

�. The interferogram equation can be modified with a delay ⌧ where is equal to 2�t/c.The

optical frequency can be written as , f = f0 + nfr, f0 is o↵set frequency and fr is repetition

rate frequency, so the interferogram can be described as following.

S(t) =
X

n

EnE
⇤
n
exp(�2⇡i(f0 + nfr)�t/c) (3.7)

The power spectral density is also rewritten as,

F (⌫) =

Z 1

�1
S(t)exp(�2i⇡⌫t)dt

=

Z 1

�1

X

n

EnE
⇤
n
exp[�2⇡i{⌫ � (f0 + nfr)2�/c}t]dt

=
X

n

EnE
⇤
n
�{⌫ � (f0 + nfr)2�/c}

(3.1)

With the moving mirror speed of the Michelson interferometer, �, the optical frequency

of comb laser can be down-converted into RF frequency by the factor of 2�/c. For example,

the moving mirror speed is 20mm/s and the optical frequency could be down-converted from

200THz to the audio frequency range, 10KHz.
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3.2 Dual Comb: Basic Principles

Dual comb spectroscopy is a technique of Fourier transform spectroscopy except for that

the light source of one arm of a Michelson interferometer is altered to second frequency comb

with slightly di↵erent repetition rate fr + �fr from the first frequency comb(f) in Fig3.2.

fsp comb
frep1

fsLO comb
frep2

DAQ

Figure 3.2: Dual comb spectroscopy in the configuration that one comb interact with molecular
and afterwards overlapped with a second comb with a slightly di↵erent repetition rate. The
interferograms are detected by a detector and down-converts RF spectrum is shown by data
acquisition and Fourier transformation of the interferograms.

Fourier transform spectrometers have the multiplex advantage: single measurement

detector, recording of millions of spectral elements, high S/N ratio compared to dispersive

instruments[ref][ref], precision, accurate and broadband spectral measurement. However, the

limitation of Fourier transform spectrometer is its maximum possible resolution, because the

displacements of the movable mirror in the interferometer can be degraded the resolution.

Especially for the spectroscopy using far infrared, the mirror has to move a few meters to

reach enough resolution to resolve molecular vibrational transition lines. For the dual comb

pulses, the time delay between one pair of pulses will increase linearly by the amount �fr

f2
r

.

This automatically scanned delay will be crucial to improve the problematic displacements of

a moving mirror in the Michelson interferometer.
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Based on the dual comb concept, the following equation expresses the electric fields of

two frequency combs with slightly repetition rate di↵erence.

E1(t) =
X

n

E1,ne
[�2⇡i(f1,0+nfr)t] + c.c. (3.8)

f1,0 and f2,0 are the o↵set frequency of comb 1 and comb 2.

E2(t) =
X

n

E2,ne
[�2⇡i(f2,0+n(fr+�fr))t] + c.c. (3.8)

The time-domain interference signal is produced after a beamsplitter and recorded by the

photodetector.

S(t) /
X

n

E1,nE
⇤
2,ne

[�i2⇡(�f0+n�f)t] + c.c. (3.9)

Where the �f0 ⌘ f1,0�f2,0. The frequency spectrum could be obtained by Fourier transform

of the interferogram as:

F (⌫) /
X

n

E1,nE
⇤
2,n�{⌫ � (�f0 + n�fr)t} + c.c. (3.10)

It is a frequency comb structure of this beating spectrum, usually consisting of frequency in

the radio frequency(RF). This RF comb has the frequency o↵set �f0, line spacing �fr and it

envelope is the product of these two comb envelopes. The down-conversion factor is �fr

fr
defined

as  which is usually 1-3 orders of magnitude higher than the down-conversion of Michelson

interferometer. It is resulting in that an acquisition rate of dual comb is faster than the

acquisition rate of Michelson interferometer by the order of down-conversion magnitude. For

example, the down-conversion factor can be reached to the order about 106 by optimizing the

di↵erence in repetition rate, hence optical frequency scale few THz bandwidth down converted

to the RF range, few MHz bandwidth comb.
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   △ fr = fr1 − fr 2

Optical
Frequency

Down	converted
RF		Frequency

fr1   fr 2

△ fr

Figure 3.3: Dual comb spectroscopy in the RF comb spectrum by down conversion of the optical
frequencies. Two combs have slightly repetition rate di↵erence fr1 � fr2. Therefore the RF
comb line has the space separating by repetition rate di↵erence.

3.2.1 Dual comb spectroscopy in the time and frequency domains

In the frequency domain, the dual comb detection signal is a RF comb structure shown

in figure 3.3. The equation 3.10 shows us that the intensity and phase of RF comb lines

are the product of the electric fields of two frequency comb teeth. How to choose optimized

value for e�cient sampling, including resolution, bandwidth and acquisition rate is a crucial

rule in playing dual comb scheme. The key value is the di↵erence of repetition frequency �f .

We assume the optical bandwidth B with optical sampling rate f and f + �f . It is also for

dual comb scheme optical sampling rate. By the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, the the

sampling bandwidth have to be half or less than the sampling frequency. If the down-converted

bandwidth is not obey this sampling theorem, the aliasing e↵ect will occur. The prerequisites

to avoid the aliasing is that down-converted bandwidth B �fr

fr
is smaller than fr

2 as the following

equation.

B
�fr

fr
 fr

2
, (3.10)

�fr 
f

2
r

2B
(3.11)
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Accounting to the eq 3.11, the best value for repetition di↵erence is f
2
r

2B and the down converted

bandwidth is in the range  f

2 . In order to obey the sampling theory, more broadband optical

spectrum for dual comb measurement will need less repetition rate di↵erence and it come with

the requirement of more accurate stabilization of fceo and frep to increas enough resolution for

spectroscopy measurement.

As already described in the previous section, the resolution of traditional Fourier trans-

form spectroscopy is determined by the maximum path di↵erent traveling by the Michelson

interferometer. In principle, the longer it is the better optical resolution gets. For the ex-

perimental limitation, however, the size limitations of the measuring instrument due to the

precisely moving part and the geometric throughput of the source are all relative to the res-

olution. The dual comb spectroscopy is constructed by two frequency combs interferometer

which no any mechanical moving parts. Time domain principle of a dual comb spectroscopy

will be shown in the Fig 3.4. Hence, the limitation condition of Fourier transform spectroscopy

is never an restriction for Dual comb spectroscopy. Nevertheless, the resolution is still limited

by the frequency combs linewidth due to the dual comb interferogram now is a function of

time.The comb parameters will be the essential factor for the limitation of the dual comb spec-

troscopy resolution , including the fluctuations of the comb parameters fceo and frep during the

acquisition. The memory capability of instruments for recording the number of samples will

another issue to restrict the resolution. For the following two sections, we will discuss how the

relationship between the acquisition time, stabilization and resolution.
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Time(ms)

1
"#$%

∆'

∆'

Figure 3.4: Dual comb spectroscopy in the RF comb spectrum by down conversion of the optical
frequencies. Two combs have slightly repetition rate di↵erence fr1 � fr2. Therefore the RF
comb line has the space separating by repetition rate di↵erence.
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3.2.2 Acquisition speed, resolution and signal to noise ratio

Based on the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theory, the down-converted frequency do not

excess fr

2 , if the optical sampling frequency is about at least frep. For an acquisition time TR

per second, the total recorded number of samples is TR ⇥ fr, and this is also the same number

with the down-converted comb. The resolution of the down-converted spectrum is equal to

spectrum bandwidth over the number of samples as,

�ft =
fr2

number of samples
(3.12)

In the optical domain, the spectral resolution can be transferred from RF comb, which is equal

to,

�⌫(t) =
�ft

down � converted factor
=
�ft


=

B
TR�fr

(3.13)

As the equation 3.11 described, the best value of repetition rate di↵erence is f
2
r

2B , so the

maximum value of scaling factor is fr

2B The optical spectral resolution can be B
TRfr

. By the

maximum optical spectral resolution, the narrower detection bandwidth, high converted factor,

longer acquisition time and high repetition rate will contribute to the higher resolution.

3.2.3 Stabilization V.S resolution

The stabilization of dual comb system requirement is dependent on the how narrow of

the molecular or atom transition line to be resolved. In order to investigate the experimental

condition for the spectroscopy, we will start to discuss the experimental set-up about how to

insert the molecules sample into the optical path. There are two possible configurations in the

optical path set-up , shown in fig. 3.5. One is that the sample is in a beam path of one combs

before combining the both combs and the other one is that in the beam path after combining

two combs. In the first configuration, fig 3.5(a) , only one comb interacts with sample and

consider second one as the reference. We can modify the equation 3.5 to show the beatnote

equation as this dual comb interferogram in frequency domain.
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S(t) =

Z 1

�1

X

n

A1,nA
⇤
2,nexp(�↵1,n �  1,n � 2⇡i(�f0 + n�fr)2⌫t/c)dt (3.14)

In the time domain, the spectrum could modify as following:

F (⌫) /
X

n

A1,nA
⇤
2,nexp(�↵1,n �  1,n)�{⌫ � (�f0 + n�fr)t} + c.c. (3.15)

Where ↵1,n is the amplitude attenuation factor and  1,n is the phase shift of the pulse due

to the sample. This is di↵erent between with and without sample revealing the amplitude

attenuation and phase shift information induce from the sample.

As the second configuration, fig 3.5(b), the phase shift information will be vanished because

both combs has the similar phase shift and cancel each other in the beating process. However,

the amplitude attenuation will be twice higher than first case which described as the equation

3.16.

F (t) /
X

n

A1,nA
⇤
2,nexp(�2↵n)�{⌫ � (�f0 + n�fr)t} + c.c. (3.15)
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fsp comb
frep1

fsLO comb
frep2

DAQ

fsp comb
frep1

fsLO comb
frep2

DAQ

Figure 3.5: Two optical set-up for Dual comb spectroscopy. The first configuration, fig 3.5(a)
, only one comb interacts with sample and consider second one as the reference. The signal
shows us the sample information revealing the amplitude attenuation and phase shift in the
first experimental set-up. As the second configuration, fig 3.5(b), the phase shift information
will be vanished because both combs has the similar phase shift and cancel each other in the
beating process. However, the amplitude attenuation will be twice higher than first case which
described as the equation 3.16.
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The dual comb interferogram cases we discuss above are all ideal cases where is the

two high mutually coherent combs. The real dual comb can approach to ideal performance.

However, in experiment, it is a challenge to reach the perfect condition. Especially, in the IR,

mutual coherence is much di�cult to reach due to the higher carrier frequency and broader

optical bandwidths compared to the THz combs and EOM based frequency combs [42]. In the

case of free running comb, it is no longer described as � Dirac function in the equation 3.15. The

relative optical linewidth between two combs is greater than repetition rate di↵erence which

results in the worse frequency resolution ⇠ few GHz.

There are few di↵erent approached can improve the resolution of dual comb system.

First one is called digital phase and timing correction. If we know the fluctuation of these

two combs, (normally, we can have this information simply by using two CW laser to beat

with frequency combs) we can generate two error signals. With digitized this error signal along

with the interferogram, we can remove the phase noise and timing noise by rearrange these

interferogram set [43] [44]. Second method are realtime adaptive sampling, using the error

signals for the analog electronics to generate the feedback realtime error signal for correcting

the relative phase noise and adjusting sampling clock to match the di↵erent repetition rate

[45] [46].Third one, active phase/timing feedback is more di�cult but more general for the IR

combs. Using the high bandwidth actuator in the laser system to achieve sub-hertz residual

linewidth and stablize repetition rate frequency by the error signal. With these means, there is

important improving to high mutual coherence which allows for longer acquisition times, and

higher SNR.
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Chapter 4

Frequency Combs Spectroscopy of

Plasma’s

Laser-induced plasmas will provide a powerful method to analyze any matter regardless of

its physical states, like solid, liquid, or gas. The laser is focused to a bulk sample to achieve the

threshold for optical breakdown. Absorption or emission spectroscopy of all elements including

of atoms, ions or molecules would be investigate during the laser induced plasma process. The

spectroscopy of laser induced plasmas can be investigated by di↵erent ways. The well-know

mean is called, laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy(LIBS) [47] [48] in Fig 4.1, which is a type

of atomic emission spectroscopy with atomizes and excites samples generating from an intense

laser to form a plasmas. All elements emit photons when it is excited to su�ciently high tem-

peratures. When generating a plasmas by high power laser , the plasma plume temperatures is

heating over 100,000K. After local thermodynamic equilibrium is established, the temperatures

range will be dropping to 5,000 to 20,000 K. At the first stage, the ablated sample emits a con-

tinuum of radiation to release the energy and cooling the plasmas. For the second stage, the

plasma expands at supersonic velocities and the transition lines of di↵erent species will be ob-

served. The time window delay between these two stages is about 10 µs.The advantages of LIBS

are such as simplicity, rapid analysis and simultaneous multi-species detection [49].However, the

low sensitivity and precision due the high plasma excitation temperature to induce the collision
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of elements. The other set-up is laser ablation- laser absorption spectroscopy(LA-LAS) shown

in Fig.4.2, which is requiring the light transmit through an ablation plume [50] [51] [52] [53].

The higher ambient pressure induced from the turbulent particles results in the noise of the

absorption signal. LA-LAS is an sensitive way compared to LIBS. In addition to elemental

analysis, some attempts have been made to employ LA-LAS in the analysis of isotopic ratios.

In order to increase its spectral resolution and analytical precision, LA-LAS will be a good can-

didate to realized it, because, in this technique, a laser induced plasmas will be cooled by the

ambient gas and the probe beam is absorbed by the cooled plasmas. The plasmas will be cooled

due to that the charged species disappear from the recombination with thermal electrons and

ablated species lose kinetic energy by collision with ambient gas. The decreases in Doppler and

Stark broadening leads to higher spectral resolution of LA-LAS. Moreover, atoms in various

excited states decay will enhance the resonance absorption. Laser absorption techniques can

directly probe ground state population, Hence, the evolution and dynamics of the laser induced

plasma can be investigated by the atomic and ionic number densities. The low pressure laser in-

duced plasmas have been demonstrated by using scanning diode laser absorption spectroscopy.

A two beam di↵erential laser absorption technique is used to measure 238
U absorption spectra

with high SNR in an atmospheric pressure laser-induced plasma [52]. In this chapter, we have

demonstrated by using the frequency comb to investigate the laser-induced plasma with high

speed scanning rate to increase the SNR with whole broadband transition line measurement.

Dual comb spectroscopy technique is applied in order to increase the sensitivity ,broadband de-

tection range and scanning rate as we discuss in the previous chapter for laser-induced plasmas

spectroscopy.
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frequency

Target
Sample

High	Power	
Laser	for	
ablation

LIBS(Laser	induced	breakdown	spectroscopy)

Figure 4.1: laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy(LIBS) is a type of atomic emission spec-
troscopy.

frequency

Target
Sample

High	Power	
Laser	for	
ablation

CW	laser

LA-LAS(laser	ablation- laser	absorption	spectroscopy)

Figure 4.2: This set-up is laser ablation- laser absorption spectroscopy(LA-LAS) using on
resonance with ablation atomic or molecular to detect the transition absorption spectroscopy.
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4.1 Direct Comb Spectroscopy with CW Laser

In Figure 4.3, the scheme in this section demonstrates that frequency comb measurement

of heterodyne detection with continuous-wave laser. This scheme is similar to dual comb

spectroscopy, but simple and fast. As we discuss in the last chapter, the interferogram of dual

comb is obtained by the two high mutually coherent combs, and for this scheme is corresponding

to dual comb spectroscopy with replacement of a local comb with the CW laser. The individual

comb modes can be resolved via the heterodyne with a CW laser and detected by the fast

photodetector. If the photodetector is faster than the repetition rate of frequency comb, the

bet signal consists of the beat-frequency between CW and not only the nearest comb mode to

the CW laser frequency(fcw � (f0 + n(0)fr)) but also the modes frequency apart from the CW

laser(fcw�(f0+n(m)fr), m = ±1,±2,±3....) and the limit is the response of the photodetector.

reference

BSfsp comb
gas	cell

CW	laser

Direct	comb	spectroscopy	with	CW

DAQ

Figure 4.3: this scheme is the frequency comb measurement of heterodyne detection with
continuous-wave laser

The linewidth of CW laser at least, �⌫cw < fcw � (f0 +n(0)fr) should be narrower than

the lowest beat frequency. This prerequisites result in the resolution of this scheme is dominated

by the frequency comb repetition rate or the linewidth of frequency comb. In the other words,

if the comb frequency is not swept, the repetition rate determines the resolution of this direct

comb spectroscopy. Compared to the dual comb spectroscopy, the mutually coherence between

comb and CW is easier to achieved. The coherent interferograms can be accumulated only

by single phase locked feedback between combs and CW laser. Figure 4.4 shows the relation

of resolution to the measurement acquisition time window for the heterodyne detection with
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continuous-wave laser. The data presents the beatnote between frequency comb and CW laser

and the amplitude will reflect the spectroscopy absorption intensity. Without any sweep of the

frequency comb, the minimum recorded time window is 2
fr

to achieve the optimized resolution

limited by the repetition rate, for example, a 100MHz repetition rate laser and the acquisition

time is � 20ns.
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27s
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Figure 4.4: the relation of resolution to the measurement acquisition time window for the
heterodyne detection with continuous-wave laser. The resolution of these measurements are
able to reach 50MHz with the acquisition time window between 800ns to 20µs.

4.1.1 Noise reduced

The beatnote between a frequency comb and a CW laser is a key parameter in optical

frequency comb metrology. The signal to noise ration(SNR) of these heterodyne between comb

and CW is important because it will limit the accuracy of the phase and frequency information.

In this the application of laser induced plasma spectroscopy, the higher of the SNR, the more

sensitive for this measurement method. There are a large number of comb modes having the

small power and this can lead to a poor beat SNR, which is also a↵ected by the amount of the
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power from CW laser. In order to obtain a low-noise beating between CW and comb, it is useful

to remove comb lines far enough from the CW laser frequency such that the measurement of

the beating signal would be in the bandwidth of the detector. The removing modes can only

contribute to the shot noise of the measurement. Filtering out the modes can be achieved with

a narrow band optical filter or optical grating. This way is to produce a beating SNR limited

by the shot noise from the CW laser only which is called shot noise limited detection of a

single mode from the comb. Using the technique relies on electrical gating of the beat signal

to remove as much as shot noise as possible have been demonstrated to generate a SNR better

than the shot noise limit for the beating of a single mode[].

4.1.2 Experimental setup

The first demonstration of direct frequency comb with a CW laser spectroscopy in this

thesis has been realized by measuring the Rb D2 lines with Rb gas cell. One home-build Kerr

lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser with central wavelength near 780nm with 20 nm bandwidth

and one CW commercial laser with DBR configuration(Vescent D2-100) at 780nm are used.

The CW laser was locked directly to frequency comb using the feedback loop to the current

driver via altering the laser pump current. Figure 4.5. is the schematic of experimental set-

up and electrical phase-lock feedback loop. The frequency comb with CW are dispersed by a

di↵raction reflection grating (600lines/mm) with spatial pinhole to filter and detect the beatnote

near 780nm ±4 0.6nm on a fast InGaAs photodiode (EOT 3010) with > 1.5GHz bandwidth

and < 1.0nA dark current. The high resolution frequency spectrum analyzer (Hp5000A) with

1.5GHz bandwidth and resolution bandwidth 1KHz were used to average the detector signal.

Figure 4.6(a). is the results observed by the frequency spectrum analyzer. Figure 4.6(b) shows

each beatnote can be corresponded to the di↵erence between the absolute frequency of comb

line and CW frequency, �f = fcw � f0 � nfr, n = n, n + 1, n � 1, n + 2, n � 2...... In this

experiment, the beat-note modes is in the range of �13  n  12. The normalization function

is obtained by recording the RF spectrum when the CW laser is set at the o↵-resonant to the

Rb D2 transition lines. Figure 4.7 is the result of Rb two isotopes 87
Rb and 85

Rb transition
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lines after the frequency and amplitude calibration. The scanning step of CW laser is about

3.1GHz and the whole spectroscopy of the Rb D2 transitions could be obtained by sweeping

the CW frequency with three steps of repetition rate spacing scanning as shown in Fig 4.8.

BS
Ti:sappphire laser

CW	diode	 laser

Spectrum	
analyzer

digital	PLLservo

RF	synthesizer

Rb gas	cell

Figure 4.5: The experiment configuration of direct frequency comb with a CW laser for Rb
D2 spectroscopy based on Ti:sapphire laser and DBR CW laser (Vescent D2-100). Behind the
beam splitter, the combination of grating and pinhole in order to remove comb lines far enough
from the resonance of Rb D2 transition lines is set-up before the detector(EOT 3010).The dash
line of sketch shows the simple electronics feedback loop.
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In order to reduce the correlated phase noise and intensity noise from the beatnote,

we use the interleaving pulses approach described in the Fig 4.8. The concept is using a beam

splitter to create two pulses. One pulse is passing through the sample and the other one will be

a reference with an time delay. Figure 4.9. shows the measurements detected with two pulses

spatially overlapped by another beam combiner with a CW diode laser. The co-aligned beams

were pass through a single mode fiber to improve the spatial quality and ensure good spatial

overlap of the two beams. The two beams are dispersed by a di↵raction reflection grating

(600lines/mm) with spatial pinhole to filter and detect the beatnote near 780nm ±40.6nm on

a fast InGaAs photodiode (EOT 3010) with > 1.5GHz bandwidth and < 1.0nA dark current.

The beatnote were recorded in the time domain pulse train (including the reference and prob

pulses) with a 12-bit data acquisition card at 125Ms/sec shown in the Fig 4.10(a) and the

recording time window is 4µs. The reference and probe beams are separated with data process

program due to the time delay. By analysis in the time domain, not only the amplitude and

phase information of transition can be obtained, but also the time dynamics process of plasma

can be investigated. Figure 4.10 (b) shows that the Fourier transform of 50ns time windows

from time domain pulse trains and then rearrange the reference and prob beatnote frequency

sequence. Figure 4.10 (c) is the transitions of 87
Rb and 85

Rb by the subtraction between prob

and reference signal.
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Figure 4.6: (a) is the beatnote measurement results from detector and (b) shows each beatnote
corresponding to each the di↵erence between the absolute frequency of comb line and CW
frequency
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Figure 4.7: the result of Rb two isotopes 87
Rb and 85

Rb transition lines after the frequency and
amplitude calibration. The bottom of plot shows that the beatnote frequency sequence was
reordered by the corresponding absolute frequency relation between comb lines and CW laser.
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Figure 4.8: The complete transition of Rb D2 was obtained by sweeping the CW frequency
with three steps of repetition rate spacing scanning.
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Figure 4.9: The experimental schematics for the lnterleaving pulses approach
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Figure	4.10	(a)

Figure	4.10	(b)

Figure	4.10	(c)

Figure 4.10: (a)The beatnote were recorded in the time domain with a 12-bit data acquisition
card at 125Ms/sec. The plot showed as the pulse train including the reference and pro pulse.
The recording time is 4µs. (b) Zooming in the plot(a) and Fourier transform the data with the
time windows 50ns to reach the resolution of repetition rate spacing (120MHz) for prob and
reference. (c) shows the cleaner isotope transition of Rb results from time domain data process.
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4.1.3 Resolution and limitation

In this scheme, the resolution is limited directly by the repetition rate of frequency comb

if comb is not swept. By recording several beat-note after successively shifting the o↵set

frequency. the resolution is increased from the repetition rate to near the comb mode line-

width after the very tiny steps in the o↵set frequency adjusting.The measurement bandwidth

is determined to be twice of the photodetector bandwidth. The range is between few GHz

up to 1THz based on the current research achievement for the bandwidth of detector. The

other approach to increase the limitation is using electro optic modulation(EOM) to generate

few pairs of sideband of CW laser and have betenote with frequency comb. The additional

beat-note will extend the bandwidth of detection range from 2fr to 2fr ⇥ n, n is the number

of sideband pairs. This proposal could be increase the band-width to 5-10THz potentially with

the same speed of detector and frequency spectrum analyzer to expected to provide fast direct

comb spectroscopy.

4.1.4 Measurement results with plasma’s spectroscopy

The demonstration showing in this section is application for spectroscopy of laser induced

plasma. In order to generate the plasma, the Nd:YAG with 85mJ in a 10ns pulse was focused

with a f=20cm lens onto the sample (NIST glass sample :SRM 610) in the vacuum chamber.

Laser ablation with direct frequency comb with CW laser spectroscopy was demonstrated by

the Rb D2 transitions. As shown in Fig.4.11, the frequency comb was focused down slowly

into a vacuum chamber above the sample. The reference and prob beatnote was detected

by combination of frequency comb and CW laser with the beam splitter. The beatnote were

recorded in the time domain with a 12-bit data acquisition card at 125Ms/sec shown in the Fig

4.12(a). The acquisition time windows was 100µs and expand 5µs of 100µs after 10µs delay

from the ablation pulse start to generate plasma. RF spectrum generated from the Fourier

transform of time domain 5µs. Figure 4.12(b). shows the absorption spectrum to show the

ratio of the isotope of 87
Rb and 85

Rb transitions. The Q-switch Nd:YAG ablation laser was

transferring noise to frequency comb and CW laser phase locked system due to the power supply
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electrical noise. The low repetition rate of ablation laser has large timing jitter for the pulse

to pulse drifting. This would degrade the measurement accurate and increase the amplitude

and phase fluctuation of the beat-note signal. In order to investigate the laser-induced plasma

into more interested phenomenon, the improvement of the timing control for shot to shot laser

ablation and isolate the electronics noise will be further topic in the future experiment.

BS
fsp comb

CW laser

DAQ

phase	lock

BS

BS

BS

Rb cell

Target
Sample

High	Power	
Laser	for	
ablation

Figure 4.11: This schematic shows the experimental for direct comb spectroscopy for plasma.
The frequency comb was focused down slowly into a vacuum chamber above the sample (NIST
glass sample SRM610). The reference and prob beatnotes were detected by combination of
frequency comb and CW laser with the beam splitter. The beatnote were recorded in the time
domain with a 12-bit data acquisition card at 125Ms/sec.
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Figure 4.12: (a)The acquisition time windows was 100µs and do the Fourier Transform of 5µs

of 100µs after 10µs delay from the ablation pulse start to generate plasma. (b) the absorption
spectrum to show the ratio of the isotope of 87

Rb and 85
Rb transitions.

4.2 Dual Comb Spectroscopy of Plasma’s

The traditional laser induced breakdown spectroscopy(LIBS) is limited to the resolution

and acquisition time. The tunable di↵erential diode laser absorption spectroscopy provides an

high resolution measurement for laser induced plasma. However ,for the broadband information

of LIBS, tunable laser is typically scanning over multiple laser ablation and it can increase phase

and intensity noise in the absorption spectrum. Dual comb spectroscopy provides the high

sensitivity, rapid measurement and broadband detection range as we discuss in the previous

section. Dual comb spectroscopy can achieve standard resolutions on the order of GHz with very

short acquisition times of ⇠ µs. The ultrafast pulse will provide high peak intensity to convert

the dual comb spectroscopy system in the range of XUV to mid-IR. The increasing sensitivity

of dual comb spectroscopy would not only benefit the measurement in the linear absorption

spectroscopy but will also extend the application of investigation for dynamics of plasmas,

since the complicated process due to hot to cool plasmas condition will need to be ob served

by high sensitivity and rapid broadband tool. Here, we first utilize dual comb spectroscopy to

demonstrate broadband, rapid and high resolution spectroscopy in a laser induced plasma.
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4.2.1 Experiments setup

The experimental setup is based on the same configuration of the direct frequency comb

spectroscopy in the previous section, except for the replacement of a CW laser to a frequency

comb and coherence phase locked set-up between two combs. Here, two Kerr lens mode-locked

Ti:sapphire lasers were implemented that emitting at 780nm with FWHM bandwidths 20nm.

These laser system were pumped with 4.5W from a common 532nm laser source to minimize

pump-induced intensity noise between this oscillator. The repetition rate of each laser were

120MHz adjusted by piezo-electric transducers(PZTs) attached to the end of cavity mirror. The

partial mutual coherence was done by a reference, DBR laser at 780nm. This CW laser was

locked directly to frequency comb1 and comb 2 by the laser cavity PZTs. First experiments we

measured the Rb R2 transitions near 780nm in a glass cell containing a natural abundance of

Rb atoms (72%85
Rb and 28%87

Rb). In fig 4.13 ,the schematics of initial dual comb spectroscopy

experiments with gas cell, shows that the Rb absorption spectrum with 3.8GHz resolution and

repetition rate di↵erence is 1KHz.
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Figure 4.13: (a)The acquisition time windows was 100µs and do the Fourier Transform of 5µs

of 100µs after 10µs delay from the ablation pulse start to generate plasma. (b) the absorption
spectrum to show the ratio of the isotope of 87

Rb and 85
Rb transitions.
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4.3 Results and Discussion

Higher resolution can be achieved by longer averaging times. However, a slight increase

in electrical noise in the locking electronics during operation of the ablation laser will a↵ect

the coherent averaging time of measurement. In Fig 4.14. we improve the phase locking

configuration. The beatnote between the CW laser and comb1 is phase locked to a stable

RF reference. The stabilization of comb 2 to the di↵erence fb1 � fb2, and fb2 is the beatnote

between comb2 and CW laser. This method can eliminate the contribution of noise from

the transfer oscillator [54]. In the other words, the noise source of this dual comb system

is independent of noise from CW laser. The overall drifting of comb1 and relative drifting

of �fref limited the average time with this configuration, but the resolution can be improved

to 1 order of frequency accurate to ⇠ 100MHz. Figure 4.15 (a). shows the interferograms

which were recorded in the time domain with a 12-bit data acquisition card at 125Ms/sec.

The Rb absorption spectrum shown in Fig 4.15 (b) is the result of 200 recorded interferograms

with �frep = 500Hz and 1.8ms acquisition time. Each interferogram was individually Fourier

transformed and then averaged in the frequency domain and resolution is about 0.13GHz. The

Doppler-limited absorption spectrum of Rb D2 lines from a gas cell shows the ground state

hyperfine splitting of both 85
Rb and 87

Rb. Laser ablation dual comb spectrum was recorded

simultaneously while the Rb absorption spectrum in the reference gas cell. The Fig4.16 shows

the results data of Rb D2 lines from gas cell and laser induced plasma with �frep = 140Hz and

calculated resolution,180MHz and both are in the pressure 1 tour of background pressure As

we described in the previous section, the temperature of laser induced plasma would be varied

from hot to cooled condition, so the absorption spectrum was detected with broader linewidth

compared to gas cell, shown in the Fig4.16(b). It is interested that the linewidth of laser induced

plasma spectrum will be altered by the timing of detection time after ablation laser interacted

with sample. These laser induced plasma study techniques have an important application in

the field of nuclear security. In this applications, detailed information on isotopic compositions

is frequently required including of the dynamics analysis for the compositions ratio. Now,

the dual comb spectroscopy have been demonstrated to study laser induced plasma’s with high
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rapid , resolution and broad spectrum measurement. Fig. 4.17 shows the broadband absorption

spectrum recorded from a single laser ablation shot of the NIST glass. The data was acquired in

a 440 µs time window with �frep = 520Hz, corresponding to a measurement-limited resolution

of 0.53 GHz (1 pm). The absorption spectrum clearly shows the presence of both Rb (780.0 nm)

and K (769.90 and 766.49 nm) atomic absorption lines. The inset shows a zoomed in portion of

the Rb D2 line, with the 4 absorption peaks from the Rb D2 ground state hyperfine structure

and isotopic shift of 85
Rb versus 87Rb clearly identifiable. Our approach enables us to identify

multiple species in a single laser ablation shot covering optical bandwidths (10nm) not feasible

with a cw laser, while still providing GHz-level spectral resolution. Next the high intensity peak

and ultrafast pulse property of frequency comb can be converted the light wavelength from XUV

to mid-IR to extend the investigation range of laser induced plasma and also applied it to do

the time resolving in the future.

BS
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fslo comb

Phase CoherentCW	diode	laser

beat

beat Mixer

Figure 4.14: (a)The acquisition time windows was 100µs and do the Fourier Transform of 5µs

of 100µs after 10µs delay from the ablation pulse start to generate plasma. (b) the absorption
spectrum to show the ratio of the isotope of 87

Rb and 85
Rb transitions.
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Figure 4.15: (a)The acquisition time windows was 100µs and do the Fourier Transform of 5µs

of 100µs after 10µs delay from the ablation pulse start to generate plasma. (b) the absorption
spectrum to show the ratio of the isotope of 87

Rb and 85
Rb transitions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.16: Simultaneously recorded data of the Rb D2 lines through the (a) laser induced
plasma and (b) Rb cell. Each spectrum is the average of 3 laser ablation shots. The calculated
measurement resolution was 0.18 GHz (0.4 pm) �frep: 140 Hz, pressure: 1 torr.
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Figure 4.17: Broadband, single-shot absorption measurement of the laser induced plasma
showing both the Rb D2 line and K D1 and D2 lines. Optical resolution: 0.53 GHz (1 pm),
�frep: 520 Hz, pressure: 51 torr. Inset: zoomed in view of the resolved Rb D2 lines..
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4.4 Discussion and Summary

The broadband and high resolution spectrum of multiple atomic species measured in a

single laser ablation shot as demonstrated in this chapter using the dual comb spectroscopy

would be extremely di�cult to achieve using other approaches. For example, in LIBS, obtaining

su�cient spectral resolution to resolve intrinsic spectral linewidths in a laser ablation plume

presents significant challenges and requires very large spectrographs, further reducing spectral

bandwidth. Intrinsic LIBS emission linewidths of atomic transitions are often ¡10pm, especially

for heavy elements such as U [55] [56]. Approaches have been used to increase spectral resolution

in LIBS measurements, such as combining a Fabry-Perot etalon with a spectrograph [55] [57].

Echelle spectrographs [56] are capable of measuring broad spectral bandwidths at high spectral

resolution. For example, an echelle spectrograph using a CCD can measure over a spectral

bandwidth of 200-1000 nm at a resolving power of 44,000, corresponding to a spectral reso-

lution of 5-20 pm, which would still be insu�cient to measure the Doppler-limited linewidths

and hyperfine splittings demonstrated here. In addition, the low optical throughput of such

instruments can make some LIBS measurements challenging, especially when time-resolved or

single-shot measurements are desired. Table 4.1 complies the limitations of resolution and

bandwidth of di↵erent LIBS methods.

In LAS or LIF measurements that use cw lasers to achieve high spectral resolution,

the limited scanning range presents a serious constraint on optical bandwidth. For example, an

external cavity diode laser operating at 780 nm may provide 50 GHz of mode-hop-free tuning

range which is usually only enough to measure the absorption spectrum of a single transition

at a time. LAS and LIF also face challenges when applied to laser plasma measurements due to

the highly transient and spatially-varying plasma environment. The characteristics and shot-

to-shot repeatability of the laser plasma (e.g. density, temperature, species evolution) depend

critically on multiple factors, including sample surface conditions and possible multi-shot mod-

ifications, pulse energy, pulse duration and background pressure and composition to name a

few [58] [59]. Variations in ablation properties during acquisition with a cw laser over multiple

shots can lead to noise in the absorption spectrum or uncertainties in spectral parameters due
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to changing plasma physical conditions, especially at higher ambient pressures. Techniques

have been developed to reduce the e↵ects of this shot-to-shot ablation noise using di↵erential

absorption [52] or signal normalization by emission. [60] However, in the DCS measurements

demonstrated here, all frequencies of the fs comb interact with the plasma simultaneously. The

noise seen when scanning a tunable laser over multiple ablation shots can in principle be min-

imized with DCS. Even if ablation properties change over multiple ablation shots, this noise

will appear as spectrally flat in DCS, which can be averaged more e↵ectively than in tunable

LAS.

The signal-to-noise (s/n) of the absorption spectrum demonstrated in the previous

section can be further improved using a variety of standard techniques already implemented in

other DCS experiments. For example, a reference beam can be used to di↵erentiate background

noise from the measured absorption signal. In the current experiments, a time-interleaved

reference beam is inherently available from the probe pulses arriving in between laser ablation

shots when there is no plasma present. Modifications in the current timing electronics and data

acquisition processing can use the information from these temporal slices of the pulse train to

subtract out residual background noise and improve the detection sensitivity. In addition, the

use of an ablation laser with lower pulse energy but higher repetition rate (e.g. 1-100 kHz)

can reduce measurement time and improve the s/n [61]. High energy ablation pulses are more

critical for OES techniques such as LIBS, where the thermal excitation to excited states is

needed. Absorption based techniques are not limited by this requirement, enabling the use of

higher repetition rate, lower energy ablation lasers producing lower temperature plasmas that

provide decreased spectral broadening.
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Table 4.1: LIBS methods:DCS (dual comb spectroscopy),LAScw ( laser absorption spectroscopy
with cw laser), DCcw(direct comb spectroscopy with cw laser)

Case DCS LAScw DCcw

Spectral Resolution ⇠ kHz ⇠ MHz ⇠ kHz

Bandwidth ⇠ 100nm ⇠ pm ⇠ pm
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Chapter 5

High Power Ytterbium Fiber Dual

Comb System

Dual comb laser system in the VUV and XUV laser system via femtosecond enhancement

cavity will be the important experimental apparatus for next two chapters. In this chapter, we

will cover how to build the high power Ytterbium fiber laser and describe the working principles

for the nonlinear pulse evolution for the ultrashort pulse- sub 100 fs. We will present the

performance of this nonlinear laser system via the phase noise analyzer and discuss the details

of this nonlinear amplifier results. HHG highly nonlinear process needs laser peak intensity over

1014
Wcm

�2. In order to seed the enhancement cavity to generate XUV and VUV by HHG,

a high power( > 10W ), high repetition rate(> 50MHz) , short pulse (sub-100 fs pulse) and

highly coherent IR frequency comb is a prerequisite. In this decade, the approaches to achieve

this high power amplifier system via chirped linear amplifier with nonlinear compression and

nonlinear amplifier process [62] [63]. In this chapter we will discuss the pre-chirped amplifier

not only for the short pulse and high power output also for the high coherent light source.

Last section, we will show the coherence of this kind of two laser systems and demonstrate the

interferogram signal of dual comb in the IR wavelength region. In the end, we will demonstrate

the tight timing control of a high power dual combs system.
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5.1 Ytterbium Laser System

Over decades, the fiber laser has been developed to be the most widely used ultrafast

frequency combs due to the inexpensive and highly reliable laser performance. The erbium-

doped fiber laser is the common gain media for the fiber laser source because of the cheaper

and huge amount components from the well-developed communication industry. However, after

the doping Ytterbium(Y b
3+) fiber laser was first demonstrated in 1988 [64] with the attractive

properties of the Y b
3+ gain medium, high e�ciency gain and the high power pump diode

available in the Yb gain median, the high power research application groups are fascinated by

the Yb doping fiber laser. The fiber doping gain medium have confined the light and pump

collinear over the entire gain fiber to avoid the limitation of Rayleigh length compared to the

bulk gain medium. In the case of Yb fiber laser, the additional property of Y b
3+ gain medium

have a particularly small quantum defect of few percent of the pump photon energy can leads

to wall-plug e�ciency. However, the quasi-three-level behavior of the gain medium of the Y b
3+

gain medium would have the pulse fiber laser builded more complicated, the design of the gain

fiber length or doping concentration and pump power level in particular. Figure 5.1(a) shows

the energy level of Yb: glass system and pumping scheme. A diode laser at 980nm or 915nm

is used to pump the Yb from it ground state to excited stated. By the 915nm diode pump,

the quantum defect is larger than 980nm and the moderate pump absorption gain can reach

high excitation level. When Y b
3+ is doped into a fiber glass, a complicated combination of

homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms results in a broaden absorption and

emission cross-section. Figure5.1(b) is the emission and absorption cross sections of Ytterbium-

doped glass. The Yb doped fiber with broad emission and absorption spectrum can be the

perfect gain median candidate for the pulse generation cavity.
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Figure 5.1: This figure (a) shows the energy level of Y b
3+ glass. 975nm pumping will be in

the smaller quantum defect pumping level and stronger pump absorption. Short wavelength
pump will cause large quantum defect and reach higher excitation level, like 915nm to 930nm
pump. The lasing wavelength is normally higher 1030nm.(b) is the emission and absorption
cross sections of Ytterbium- doped glass
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5.1.1 Nonlinear polarization moded-lock and frequency combs

This section will deal with a type of mode-locked mechanism called nonlinear polarization

additive pulse mode locking (APM) [65] [66]. The most passive mode locked lasers are most

evaluated with a e↵ective saturable absorber. How fast of the absorber will result in how short

of the pulse of the mode locking laser. Slow saturable absorbers produce sub-picosecond laser

by shortening the leading edge of the pulse via saturable absorption and the trailing edge via

gain saturation [67]. However, if the saturable absorber recovering time is fast enough, the both

sides of the pulse can be shorten by the saturable absorber e↵ect. The phase coherence of the

pulse can be brushed out due to the reason the slow absorber recovering time is longer than the

pulse duration. An excellent candidate for ultrafast frequency comb mode-locking mechanism

is nonlinear response absorber, for example, Kerr Lens Mode Locking(KLM) introducing the

intensity dependent. For the fiber laser, the common fast mode-locking mechanism is nonlinear

APM. The APM relies on interference of circulating pulses in two parts, first one is the optical

gain fiber and fiber components and second one is the nonlinear rotation part. When these

pulse are coupled into the first part cavity to overlap with the pulse to get the constructively

interfere at the peak of the pulses and destructively interfering at their wings. Here, we choose

the nonlinear polarization APM as our fiber oscillator mode-locking mechanism which is the

optical Kerr e↵ect induces an intensity dependent rotation of the laser polarization. We can

start at the E field propagating in the material ,optical fiber, with a nonlinear index of refrac-

tion. The polarization of the E field after traveling through a section of optical fiber.

P = �
(1)
"+ �

(2)
"
2 + �

(3)
"
3 + ......, (5.1)

For the centrosymmetric media, optical fiber, the second order response of the system

�
(2) = 0. The index of refraction is independent in the intensity as equation 5.2.

n = n0 + n2I, (5.2)

n
2 = 1 + �, (5.3)
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The intensity-dependent phase shift after light propagation through the fiber is described

as equation 5.3.

�(z, t) = (n0 + n2I)z, (5.3)

The polarization rotation can be induced by the intensity-dependent phase shift. The index

di↵erence between the right-hand and left-hand circular polarized fields will lead to a polariza-

tion rotation. See the equation 5.4 shows the rotation angle expressed with the right-hand and

left hand circular polarized fields.

✓ =
!

2c
(�n)z, �n = nleft � nright, (5.4)

When the light is linear or circular polarization, nleft = nright, ✓ = 0, due to the same

amount of the phase shift for left-hand and right-hand circular field. In this scheme, the pulses

are added by the same polarization, and make the condition that di↵erent level of intra-cavity

loss for CW and pulsed operation based on the theory of the intensity-dependent phase shift

intra-cavity discussed previously and also shown in Figure 5.2. Experimentally, a quarter wave

plate will produce the elliptical polarization and a another half wave plate will control the

ratio of this elliptical polarization which lead to the rotation angle, see the equation 5.4. The

elliptical pulse will experience the nonlinear intensity polarization rotation by the Kerr medium,

here is the optical fiber. The pulse envelope will have di↵erent rotation situation. The highest

intensity of pulse will have the nonlinear phase shift and then rotates its polarization. For

the wings of this pulse, the low intensity of this part will remain the same polarization. The

last step is that another quarter wave plate and linear polarizer at the output of Kerr medium

can be a intensity dependent transmission based on the intensity dependent polarization. This

three step can lead the condition that a high intra-cavity loss for CW lasing and low loss for

high peak intensity pulse. This is a fast saturable absorber with the nonlinear optical response

and the pulse produced by this scheme can be less than 100 fs only by the saturable absorber

e↵ect.
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Kerr	medium
Wave	plates

Wave	plates

Figure 5.2: Ideal of the polarization additive pulse mode locked mechanism.The elliptical pulse
will experience the nonlinear intensity polarization rotation by the optical fiber,Kerr e↵ect. The
pulse envelope will have di↵erent rotation situation to have the intensity dependent transmission
based on the polarizer. The highest intensity of pulse will have the nonlinear phase shift and
then rotates its polarization and the low intensity of the pulse(wings of the pulse, see the bottom
schematic) will remain the same polarization
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Figure 5.3shows the practical design of the Yb fiber laser with nonlinear polarization APM.

There are three important factors for designing this laser cavity, net intra-cavity GDD, non-

linear phase shifting and cavity gain and loss. The repetition rate is the first parameter have

to be decided to build a fiber laser. As you know the repetition rate, the fiber length of the

laser cavity can be calculated. The round-trip nonlinear phase shift is relative to the nonlinear

index of refraction of the fiber, pulse intensity, and fiber length. APM cavity needs to experi-

ence an amount of nonlinear phase shift to maintain the e↵ect saturable absorber which mean

that intra-cavity pulse intensity have to be over some level. So, if the intra-cavity GDD is

increased by intra-cavity grating showing in fig. 5.3, the fiber length or pulse energy have to

be increased to maintain the function of saturable absorber. In the other hand, we can arrange

the intra-cavity GDD and set the linear polarizer after the highest intra-cavity peak intensity

region to keep the nonlinear phase shift as the same amount when the intra-cavity GDD have

to be changed.

In this paragraphs, we will discuss the mode-locked laser design to optimize the fun-

damental noise for frequency combs developing. As we discuss previously at the chapter 2, the

laser oscillator noise would be induced from the pump diode and its controller (amplitude and

phase noise), intra-cavity GDD ( phase noise), intra-cavity loss (quantum noise - phase noise)

, the di↵erent mode-locked mechanisms (phase noise), ASE induce jitter and environmental

noise [71] [72]. There are many factors that complicate this general noise source including the

spectrum bandwidth is changing as it propagates through di↵erent dispersion of fiber. In the

case of soliton mode-locked fiber laser, a static solution of wave equation, too stronger nonlinear

phase shift will cause the unstable soliton pulse propagationx inside the cavity, so there is an

limitation of pulse energy, pulse duration for soliton pulse and also can generate the unexpected

noise with this unstable quasi-soliton pulse [68]. Another technique for shorter pulse duration

and higher pulse energy is stretched pulse fiber laser which is a breathing solutions [69]. This

technique is based on the dispersion management to make the pulse stretched out and recom-

pressed in round trip propagation. Stretched fiber laser can get higher pulse energy without
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Figure 5.3: (a) is the schematic of Yb fiber laser and compensate intra-cavity GDD by grating
pair. (b) the spectrum of oscillator output and (c) is the autocorrelation trace compressed by
the outside cavity compressor.
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pulse breaking and excessive nonlinear phase shifts. The other mode-locking regime is similari-

ton pulse with net normal GDD. This is parabolic pulse amplification within a fiber laser cavity

with normal GDD and this pulse is propagating with self similar evolution [70], so they call

this as similariton fiber laser. Similariton is a mode-locking pulse operating at normal GDD

with parabolic temporal profile which is linear linear chirp. For increasing normal GDD the

pulse energy will increase exponentially, so the similariton can generate highest pulse energy

out of the resonator, 5 times higher than stretched fiber laser. This type fiber laser is delivering

with strongly chirped pulses, which is compressible outside the cavity. However, similariton will

induce the frequency and amplitude noise due to the normal intra-cavity GDD. ASE induced

the central wavelength changes are coupled to timing jitter via GDD [71] and strong coupling

between the amplitude and frequency noise in frequency comb modes. For minimize both noise

source, operating the Yb-fiber oscillator near the near zero dispersion will be the best frequency

combs candidate laser design including reduced amplitude and frequency noise to get the nar-

rowest fceo. And it is also benefit to tightly phase locking of the frequency comb modes in the

zero dispersion regime. Figure 5.4 shows the schematic for our frequency comb design with

stretched fiber dispersion controller by the intra-cavity grating pair. So the low noise Yb-fiber

laser design strategy is working at the dispersion adjustment to reach the total net GDD close

to zero, and check the direct evident, fceo beatnote which is a sensitive indicator of frequency

and amplitude noise. It would be shown the linewidth changing by di↵erent GDD [73]. The

schematic, fig. 5.4, also shows the phase locking method for frequency comb. We use the

intra-cavity EOM for compensating the cavity length change and also use the PZT/mirror to

be a backup locking of EOM. The AOM have been set out of cavity to be the modulator for

the fceo phase locking and backup by modulating the power of the 980nm pump diode laser.

For the laser characteristic, the output power is around 80mW with 78MHz repetition

rate and figure 5.3(c) is the autocorrelation trace and measured pulse duration is⇠ 80fs after

the compressor outside the cavity. In the previous chapter discussion, the current RIN coupling

into laser cavity will be minimized as the pump current operating at the higher pump current.

The figure 5.5 shows the RIN measurement for oscillator. The higher pump current corresponds
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to lower RIN of laser. However, if we increase more pump current (the max about 1A), and then

the pulse energy will be increased to induce wave breaking [74], like double pulse condition. We

will try to address the Yb-amplifier to scale peak intensity and describe it in the next section.

5.1.2 Pre-chirped nonlinear amplifier

High power ultrafast laser is required for our XUV enhancement cavity spectroscopy and

its application, so next to the oscillator have to be Yb-amplifier. It is a challenging work to

maintain the pulse duration or even shorten via the Yb-amplifier system for high power output.

The third order dispersion (TOD) would degrades the pulse compressibility and quality. The

TOD sources during chirped pulse amplification (CPA) process are from material of passive

fibers, produced from gain medium fiber and chirped pulse experience spectral distortion during

the amplification. Linear chirping amplifier can be demonstrated by combined di↵erent type

of TOD fiber (usually negative TOD) to match the TOD and GDD of whole. laser system

including oscillator, amplifier and compressor. However, the pulse duration is limited by gain

narrowing and results in 120fs [75]. Nonlinear chirping amplifier process which successfully

used the self-similar amplification creates the linear chirping condition to generate ultrafast

pulse with high power output [78] [79]. The restriction of this methods are finite gain band-

width, TOD and high order dispersion generation and stimulated Raman scattering. The best

result of similar amplification process is 48 fs with 18W and 226nJ [76]. Parabolic intensity pro-

files can be described by the asymptotic solutions of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation(NLSE)

with gain.The equation 5.5 from [76] describes the trade-o↵ for this parabolic amplifier.

Eg ⇠
3!3

p
�

2
2

�g
(5.5)

where Eg is the pulse energy of the parabolic pulse, !p is pulse bandwidth, �2 is the second

order dispersion, � is the nonlinearity parameter and g is the saturated gain per unit length. To

avoid to reach the gain bandwidth limitation of this amplifier, so that the amplifier condition

is suitable to lower the inversion level of the gain medium which means the gain coe�cient in

the equation 5.5 should be lower and leads to larger gain bandwidth. Lower the gain doping
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concentration and shifting the pump wavelength can be the strategy to have this situation. An-

other factor to have the higher output pulse energy is the lager second order dispersion. Longer

gain fiber with lower gain doping concentration and large core of fibers with less nonlinearity

will be another key of design for parabolic amplifier. When the parabolic amplifier spectrum

broadening factor after reaching the gain bandwidth limitation will be dominated by the self-

phase modulation(SPM), the other TOD originates from SPM of spectrally asymmetric pulses.

The induced SPM results in an asymmetric phase contributing to a non-negligible TOD, and

this is another key to compensate the other TOD source, if the sign of TOD is opposite with

the other one, such as , compressor and parabolic amplifier. Generating 63 fs 4.1 MW peak

power have been demonstrated by parabolic fiber amplifier based on compensated the TOD

via SPM nonlinear phase generation to operated beyond the gain bandwidth [76].The interplay

between linear chirping parabolic amplifier and SPM broadening determine the high quality

compressed pulses in the output of this system.

Here, we will introduce the pre-chirping method(a grating pair) to manage the am-

plification of ultrafast pulse. The figure 5.6(a) shows the set-up for our initial experimental

result for our pre-amplifier without the pre-chirping grating. The total TOD, ⇠ 3 ⇥ 107
fs

3,

sources from this simple amplifier setup is from original oscillator and pre-amp fiber TOD

and nonlinear phase TOD. The seeding pulse is around 2ps and the transform limited pulse is

about 90fs from pre-amp with 400mW incident power to the power amplifier assembled by the

Nufern Yb-doped double cladding fiber (DCF,10/125) and 10µm cord size. The amplifier out-

put power is about 200 fs with 10W average power. Figure 5.6(b) is the autocorrelation trace

of the output pulse. Based on the non-linear Schrödinger equation(NLSE), the evolution of

the complex electric field can be modeled and simulated. The equation 5.6 describes the pulse,

"(z, t) propagate through the gain fiber and passive with frequency dependent gain coe�cient

G (!, z), second order dispersion �2, third order dispersion �3, � is the nonlinear parameter and

n2 is the nonlinear refractive index.

@"(z, t)

@z
= i� |"|2 "(z, t) � i

2
�2
@

2
"(z, t)

@z2
+

1

6
�3
@

3
"(z, t)

@z3
+ G (!, z)" (5.6)
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There is an simulation results evolute from the pulse with the oscillator spectrum propagat-

ing through pre-amp and power amp to experience the TOD (⇠ 3⇥107
fs

3) and then compensate

the second order dispersion by the grating pair which means the TOD will be adding more to

the pulse from the grating pair. The figure 5.6(c) is the autocorrelation trace of modeling pulse

after amplifier and duration is about 210 fs pulse with satellites structures caused from TOD

and higher order dispersion. This pulse duration is limited by residual third order dispersion.

The longer fiber have to been added to suppose the normal dispersion condition for the linear

parabolic pulse amplification. However, TOD will increase due to the material dispersion of

fibers and the pulse quality will be degraded. The nonlinear phase shift of the power amplifier

and TOD should be compensated each other which mean that precise control of nonlinear spec-

tral phase can be used to compensate for TOD via pre-chirping management. Figure 5.7 is the

schematics with the pre-chirping management device, a grating pair, and power amplifier. The

amplifier output pulse can be compressed by interplaying between SPM and finite gain band-

width with pre-chirping in the parabolic regime. Figure 5.8 has the results of this power amp

with pre-chirping control. The incident pulse can be linear pre-chirping to 105fs with slightly

negative GDD and amplifier output pulse can be compressed to 55 fs with 25W output power.

In Fig.5.9, shows a comparison of the minimum pulse duration achieved after compression by

a simple grating pair (a) after the pre-amplifier, (b) after the power amplifier with 10W pump,

and (c) after the power amplifier with 48W pump.We note that the ability to control the pulse

chirp/duration before the final power amplifier does enable us to optimize the compensation of

the TOD for a given amplifier pump power.In the other word, the precise control the nonlinear

phase shift via incident pulse chirp/ duration can be useful to optimized the pulse of a given

amplifier pump power.
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Figure 5.4: (a) shows the setup for the direct DCP (double cladding pump) preamp without
pre-chirping , a grating pair, and the output pulse in (b) of this power amplifier is around 200fs
with 10W output via 2ps, 400mW seeding pulse. C : collimator, IO : Isolator, HPC : High
power combiner, (c) is the simulation results of pulse propagating and experiencing the total
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Parabolic pulse will undergo self similar dynamics with its peak power and temporal

and spectral widths increasing exponentially with the propagation length. Another property

have been demonstrated that the generated parabolic pulse is independent of the initial pulse

shape [80]. Parabolic pulse with linear chirping is not always synonyms, and also a self phase

modulation (SPM) amplification regime can precede the self similar evolution. The factors

to the output of amplifier spectral, quality of recompression pulse , and output power are

relative to the initial pulse shape and initial chirping. The [80] conclusion of the analytical and

numerical results show the parabolic input pulse amplified under the SPM regime with negative

linear chirp coe�cient can lead to generate a nearly transform-limited parabolic pulse.
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Figure 5.5: The pre-chirping setting in the blue block implemented into the laser system to
adjust the pre-pulse shape and dispersion to optimized the SPM and TOD to delivery the high
compressible pulse out of the amplifier.
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Figure 5.7: Measured pulse duration (a) after pre-amplifer, (b) after the power amplifier with
10W pump, and (c) with 45W pump. In each case, the pulse was measured after optimizing
compression using a grating pair.
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5.1.3 High power output results

Nonlinear amplifier can be design in the linear chirping self similar regime, SPM ampli-

fication with self similar or SPM amplification with self similar beyond the gain bandwidth

limit. The SPM amplification beyond the gain bandwidth can generate the asymmetry non-

linear phase and use it to the overall third-order dispersion compensation. We choose the

low-doping polarization maintaining (PM) fiber with DCF structure to be the fiber gain ma-

terial. Higher nonlinear coe�cient value will create the parabolic SPM beyond the bandwidth

limit amplification with short length normal dispersion fiber and pre-chirping ,pre-shape grat-

ing pair and lessen the gain narrower e↵ect. The output spectrum of this pre-amp is showed

in Figure 5.11(a). The highly modulation spectrum is the typical signature of the e↵ects of

SPM operating regime and the recompression pulses after SPM amplification is about 50 fs

pulse with 2W output power, see fig. 5.11(b). This output of preamp without compressor,

⇠ fewps pulse duration, will be a good candidate for the larger core (40µm) photonics crystal

fiber amplifier (PCF), DC-200/40-PZ-Yb NKT photonics for the high power output. High av-

erage power can be achieved by a large mode diameter gain fiber to lessen the nonlinear phase

shift and PCF with a lower material TOD could be maintain the pulse duration and quality at

higher peak power. Figure 5.12 (a) is the high power amplifier schematic diagram. Near linear

amplification occurs in this PCF amp stage pumped by the free space high power multimode

laser diode, 100W, at 920nm. A grating based compressor is used to compensate the whole

GDD from preamp and power amp. The output power can be higher up to 60W before the

compressor and 50W after double passing of grating pair. Because of the gain narrowing e↵ect,

the spectrum bandwidth in the end of the power amplifier is about 25nm and the pulse was

compressed to 80 fs. The delivery output power can be higher and limited by the pump diode

laser. The pulse duration could be limited by the threshold of the nonlinear phase shift and

a↵ected by the TOD from the compressor. The pulse duration can be slightly optimized by the

pre-chirping grating and compressor to interplay the TOD from nonlinear SPM amplification

of preamp and the TOD source from the compressor.

The important key to do the precise optical phase control of the HHG enhance VUV light
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Figure 5.8: (a)Yb fiber amplifier chain including the SM-PM-Preamp and final power amp for
generation the high energy and short pulse. The measured results is about 60W with 5ps pulse
out of the PCF amp and 50W with 80 fs pulse after the pulse compressor. (b)Spectrum of PCF
amp shows the amplifier operating in near linear and gain narrowing range; insert one is the
output power V.S. pump power

source is how to make a low noise and high pulse energy frequency comb. There are two noise

sources for the Yb-fiber based oscillator, residual intensity noise of pump diode and quantum

noise. The pre-amplifier and power-amplifier would enhance it by power amplification process.

Other than these, the noise also could be added by the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)

[82] and stimulated Raman scattering(SRS) due to the nonlinear evolution amplifier [81].All

noise sources would be converted to the frequency noise or intensity noise through the HHG

enhance cavity. The following paragraph will describe the noise analysis for each stage of this

whole laser system via the laser frequency and phase noise.

The oscillator delivers about 90mW ,20kHz comb mode linewidth and -142dBc/Hz

Intensity noise PSD with 550mA pump current. Each pulse duration of di↵erent pump current

was optimized by adjusting the pre-chirping controller. RIN has strong dependence on the

nonlinear amplifier evolution. Especially, the RIN rapidly increases when the output power

was higher than 1.5 W. As fig. 2(b) shows, the shortest pulse (57 fs) with 2.4 W output in the

SPM amplification with self similar region produces nonlinear increasement of RIN, 7 times
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Figure 5.9: a) Intensity noise spectrum of the nonlinear amplifier with various pump current
normalized to DC signal. The RIN increase nonlinearly at pumping higher than 5A, Red dot:
oscillator. Blue dot: shot noise. (b) Optimized pulse duration by pre-chirping controller V.S
integration value of RIN(%). (c) Optical spectrum for the nonlinear amplifier.
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higher power fluctuation when pulse duration reducing from 70 fs to 57 fs. The frequency noise

spectrum near the optical carrier frequency is measured by barely phase lock with nonplanar

ring oscillator,CW 1064nm laser (NPRO) and the S/N of this beatnote at two di↵erent nonlinear

preamp output power was also detected. The pulse duration is optimized by pre-chirping

setting. The free-running frequency noise spectrum is shown in fig. 5.10 (a) by the piezoelectric

actuator low bandwidth feedback loop. The free-running frequency spectrum of preamp output

power at 1.9 W and 2.4 W are similar. Amplitude-to-frequency noise conversion would not show

in the nonlinear amplifier evolution process. However, Fig 5.10(b) shows the S/N of beatnote

was decreased about 5 dBm. Although both cases are in the linear chirping amplification region,

the overall white noise increased. The beatnote S/N also decreased by di↵erent pre-chirping

setting at the same preamp output power. Fig.5.10(c) shows the S/N drop about 8dBm with

adjusting the chirping -59714fs2 to -23715fs2 at 2.4W output power. If the beatnote RF power

or S/N is too low to driver the phase locked loop, the phase control of the frequency comb could

be spoiling.The integrated phase noise with high bandwidth servo on is slightly dropping from

538 mrad to 616 mrad between 1.9 W and 2.4 W pre-amp output power. After the nonlinear

amplifier, we seed directly to the final PCF amplifier with 4 ps, 2W light. Fig. 6.3(a) shows

RIN of output power 60W which is comparable to each RIN of di↵erent amplifier steps. Fig.

6.3(b) shows that the S/N of beatnotes between the end of PCF with two di↵erent power level

and NPRO are about 30dBm which are similar to the S/N of the preamp. beatnote. The

one-sided phase noise power spectral density with servo feedback on 32W and 43W output is

showed in fig. 5.12(b).The integrated phase noise from 10Hz to 1MHz are 480 mrad and 500

mrad.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Comparison the free-running frequency noise spectrum w/wo the phase locked
servo on. (b)The beatnote between the output of the pre-amplifier and NPRO(RBW:100KHz.).
Decrement S/N due to the RIN increment is about 5 dBm at 2.4 W pre-amp output
power.(c)Decrement 5 dBm S/N due to the pre-chirping setting at -23715 fs2 compared to
the optimized chirping -59714 fs2 and overall white noise increases about 8 dBm
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Figure 5.11: (a) Intensity noise spectrum of laser system. Red dot: oscillator. Blue dot: shot
noise.(b) The beatnote S/N before and after PCF power amplifier (32W and 43W) with RBW
100KHz.
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Figure 5.12: The phase noise near the carrier frequency with the feedback servo on for
32W(blue curve) and 43W(red curve) PCF amplifier end.(inset: RF spectrum of the phase-
locked optical beatnote. RBW:100Hz).

In summary, we have developed frequency fiber comb system based on the nonlinear

amplifier pre-chirping controlling to minimize the intensity noise and frequency noise for each

80 fs, 60W high power end. The amount of the RIN could be decreased by 15 dBc and the S/N

of beatnote with NPRO could be increased by 8dBm by controlling the pre-chirping setting to

operate the nonlinear amplifier at the shortest pulse output. Moreover, the phase noise can be

suppressed in the less than 500 mrad (integration from 10Hz to 1MHz) in the high power level.

These results are useful to generate the vacuum ultraviolet(VUV) frequency combs with the

intra-cavity HHG, since the intensity noise can be converted to more phase noise within the

enhancement cavity to perturb the extremely nonlinear HHG process.
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5.2 Dual Comb Laser System

This section details on how to combine two high power frequency combs to enable broad-

band spectroscopy measurements and further on applying this system to enhance cavity to

generate the dual comb VUV and XUV light source. The experimental setup of a high power

IR dual combs is shown in Figure 5.13. The two combs are ideally identical oscillator, preamp

, pre-chirping and high power amplifier design except for di↵ering comb line frequencies and

noise. Both laser systems are operating with 40W, 80fs pulse after nonlinear amp and optimiz-

ing the lowest phase and frequency noise by the pre-chirping setting as we discuss at previous

section. Dual comb spectroscopy has an important potential for rapid broadband measurement,

and its development has the requirement for the coherence between two combs. To maintain

phase coherence between two combs, the frequency combs need to be actively stabilized with

respect to each other fceo and fr could be directly locked to di↵erent reference. As we discuss in

Chapter 2, the high accurate locking scheme is phase locked fr directly to the optical reference.

An alternate approach of stabilization fceo except for detecting f-2f interferometer is converting

the comb frequencies down to RF by the beatnote between the an optical reference (CW laser)

and comb modes. Another record of this beatnote is the drifting between the frequency combs

and CW reference. In addition, simultaneously recording the interferometric signal and the

fluctuations of two combs respect to two CW reference corrects the error between two combs.

This method called posteriori corrections has been demonstrated, in the next section we will

discuss stabilization scheme and show the multiheterodyne beats results of this high power dual

comb system.

5.2.1 Phase locked and multiheterodyne beats results

For this dual combs spectroscopy(DCS) approach is based on the same physical principle

of down converting the optical frequency but without any mechanical scanning elements, so

the phase coherent between two combs is a key to the precise measurement with this DCS. In

our work, the stabilization scheme we use is shown at the Figure.5.14. The two CW optical
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Figure 5.13: Two high power fiber laser including the chain of amplifier via the control of
pre-chirping to achieve the high energy ,short pulse and also the low frequency and phase noise
condition. The high power outputs are combined by the PBS and couple the small partial
of power to the detector for the cross correlation measurement. The insert plot shows the
interferogram of this dual comb laser system.
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reference are aligned to the opposites edges of frequency comb spectrum in order to reduce

the e↵ect of additive noise in the comb modes. One CW laser is a stable nonplanar ring

oscillator (NPRO) at 1064 nm wavelength oscillator) and second CW reference is at 1050nm (

Rock fiber laser, NP Photonics) and these two CW laser consider as the reference wavelength

for both frequency combs. The phase locked of comb modes respect to the NPRO laser via

intra-cavity EOM for both frequency combs. The error signal from the RF bearnote between

comb modes and optical reference by fiber combiner and use the RF bandpass filters to select

a single beat frequency for phase locking.This first locking is the mainly noise elimination of

the frequency combs. Amplifier InGaAs photodetectors (EOT ET-3000A, 2GHz frequency

bandwidth) were used to record the beatnote. For the second locking, the AOM or the pump

current will be the feedback modulator for stabilizing the fceo with second CW laser at 1050nm.

To demonstrate the performance of the locking scheme, interferograms (IGMs) of dual combs

system are obtained at the fundamental laser frequency with bandpass filter around 1064nm

with bandwidth of 3nm and RF filter around 48MHz to avoid aliasing in the frequency spectrum.

The FFT of a 1 sec acquisition is shown in figure5.15 at the repetition rate di↵erence of 5 Hz.The

individual comb modes have been resolved by this phase locking scheme. The individual comb

modes linewidth is larger than the transform limited resolution, so there is still some residual

noise from the issue of cross talk which could a↵ect the phase locking results. The individual

actuators in this laser, for example: PZT-mounted mirror, is not independent correlation to the

two degrees of freedom, so the phase locking for both degrees will be improved by optimizing the

servo setting or finding out the suitable actuators with higher frequency response bandwidth

and minimal the cross talk. Another method is that we can record the residual noise by the

beatnote drifting and do the posteriori corrections. Next Chapter, we will introduce the cavity

locking to combine with these locking scheme in order to do the intra-cavity HHG with this

dual combs system.
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Figure 5.14: Dual frequency combs stabilization scheme diagram. There are two CW reference
in the edge of the comb optical spectrum. Comb lines are phase locked to each CW laser to
complete control the two degrees freedom of comb.
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Figure 5.15: The top figure is the FFT of interferogram and the bottom one is the 500⇥ room
of the down converted RF spectrum. The individual comb line is resolved. The broadband
optical spectrum has been filtered out by bandpass optical filter around 3nm and electrical
filter around 48MHz to avoid the aliasing e↵ects. The repetition rate di↵eence is around 5Hz.
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Chapter 6

Precision Spectroscopy to VUV and

XUV

Creating a frequency comb in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) and the extreme ultraviolet

(XUV) is a challenging topic. Transferring the laser light source in the visible and near infrared

wavelength into the VUV and XUV will extend the application of spectroscopy to the partially

unexplored region due to the lack of laser technique and spectroscopic instruments. In 2005, the

frequency comb is recognized by Nobel Prize awarded John L. Hall and Theodor Hänsch. Also,

the extreme ultraviolet frequency comb was demonstrated by Ye’s group and Hänsch group in

the same year. The VUV and XUV frequency comb is enabling high precision spectroscopy to

experimentally connect and explore the unknown physics world. This chapter is structured as

follow. First, we will introduce the basic principles, high harmonic generation with enhancement

cavity for frequency combs. Next, we will discuss the details about the experimental results

for the first measurements of time-resolved measurement of intracavity ionization dynamics of

this system. The further section will illustrate the dual comb enhancement cavity in the VUV

with the summary and further discussion.
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6.1 Extension to VUV and XUV Frequency Combs via

High Harmonic Generation

Building a laser oscillator requires an adequate gain material, su�cient pumping to achieve

inversion ,and high reflectivity mirrors to remain the cavity loss lower. In the VUV(200nm

to 100nm) and XUV (100nm to 10nm) wavelength range, these prerequisites is not easy to

achieve. How to reach the wavelength less than 200nm will be an exciting scientific challenge.

Extremely nonlinear optics provides the possibility to transfer the coherent radiation from one

spectral range to another one. This process is known as high harmonic generation (HHG). HHG

process not only can provides a convenient method to up convert the radiation and in addition,

the emitted XUV pules can be significantly shorter than the IR driving pulses, forming the

attosecond pulse duration. In the following section, we will discuss the theoretical principle for

modeling this harmonic emission.

6.1.1 High harmonic generation

High harmonic generation process is an extremely nonlinear process to up convert the

radiation from IR into VUV ,XUV or even higher frequencies range X-ray. The radiation

emission from an atom under the oscillating electric field is caused by the inducing oscillating

dipole moment and another interpretation is from the response of the atomic polarization.

The induced polarization would induce the radiated light containing harmonic of the driving

frequency and the polarization is expanded as a power series of the driving field.

P (t) = "0[�
(1)

E(t) + �
(2)

E
(2) + �

(3)
E

(3) + ...]. (6.1)

For the nonlinear optics process, like second harmonic, four wave mixing and self phase modu-

lation, obey these expressions and driven by electric field to generate the harmonic radiation.

However, for the HHG, the field strengths of the driving field approach the intra-atomic field

strengths ( this corresponds to laser peak intensities on order of 1014
Wcm

�2 ) to cause the

expansion equation to diverge. In other words, the intuitive picture of an oscillating electron
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cloud is no longer appropriate. Let us consider about the laser electric field intensity. When

the laser intensity or photon energy is lower than the ionization potential of the medium, the

atoms can still be ionized by multi-photons absorption. This process is called multi-photon ion-

ization. It can be simulated by a classical theory with perturbed potential.However, at higher

intensity region exceeding 1014
W/cm

2, the strong electrical field extremely deform the atomic

binding potential and the classical theory is inappropriate. The ionization process will be in the

tunneling ionization at higher intensities, that is, the electron will experience tunnel ionization

through the atomic coulomb potential. To understand this transition to stronger electric field

regime, there is a parameter, Keldysh �, defined as

� =

s
Ip

2Up

. (6.2)

where Ip is the ionization potential of the atom and the Up is the pondermotive energy given

by

Up =
e
2
E

2

4me!
2
. (6.3)

where e is the electron charge, E the amplitude of the electric field, me the electron mass

and ! the angular laser frequency. This useful parameter can be explained as a relative ratio

between the laser frequency and tunneling rate. When � >> 1, multiphoton absorption is

dominant , and when � ⇠ 1, the laser frequency is similar to the tunnel ionization rate where

is in the situation for the process of high-order harmonic. For � << 1, electron is ionized

by tunneling e↵ect. In this case, a semi-classical model called three-step model which was

introduced by Corkurm and Kulander [85] [84] can describes high harmonic generation in a

simple intuitive picture. As the electron is oscillated by the strong electric filed, the atomic

potential is deformed by it and the electron experiences tunnel ionization through the atomic

potential. The electron will start to accelerated toward the direction of its parent ion eventually

, because the electric field changes its sign after half of a laser oscillation period. At this point,

the electron will be able to return to the ion with di↵erent kinetic energy due to the interaction
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timing between the pulse and atom for the ionization process. The recombination of the electron

and ion will emits a high energy photon that corresponds to the sum of the ionization potential

and the additionally arriving kinetic energy of the electron. This process is essentially the three

step semi classical model of high-order harmonic generation and it is schematically shown in

Fig 6.1.

The three step model predicts that the maximum photon energy given by

Emax = Ip + 3.17Up = h⌫cutoff . (6.4)

The max photon energy occurs when the driving field phase is 17o and the equation 6.4

shows as the cut-o↵ energy. The Harmonic spectrum will separates into three regions, see

figure 6.2, perturbative regime, plateau and cut-o↵. The cut-o↵ energy is able to be increased

by higher intense driving field or a longer wavelength of the driving laser. Since the HHG

three-step occurs every half cycle of the driving field frequency and generated high frequency

radiation of each half cycle interferes with each other, the harmonic are only odd order stating

from the fundamental frequency.

6.1.2 Frequency comb enhancement and cavity stabilization

The enhancement cavity can be an attractive means to driving extremely nonlinear fre-

quency conversion process, owing to the average power in enhancement cavity can be orders

of magnitude higher than the power of seeding source. In order to drive this process, the

phase distortion and loses of the fundamental light need to be keep lower. The requirements

we discuss above for designing a good quality frequency comb enhancement cavity will be

an high-technology work, including the design of the intra-cavity dispersion for short pulse,

compensation for thermal and mechanical fluctuations of cavity length, the intra-cavity phase

change from the nonlinear light-matter interaction and minimum the phase and amplitude

fluctuations on the intra-cavity pulse.

First, we will investigate the impact of the phase and amplitude fluctuations on the

intra-cavity pulse. The noise frequency spectrum of the intra-cavity pulse is in the order of
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r

U(r)

Figure 6.1: XUV radiation can be generated via high harmonic generation. In the intuitive
semi-classical description, the electron first experiences tunnel ionization through the atomic
potential into the continuum due to the strong laser electric field deforming the atomic poten-
tial(step 1, atomic potential deform to the blue curve). Because the electric field changes its
sign after half of a laser oscillation, the electron that was first accelerated away from the parent
ion changes its direction and speeds up again towards its parent ion( the gold dashed curve
is the potential well of atomic in the step 2). The final step enables a recombination of the
electron and the ion by the emission of a high-energy photon that corresponds to the summ of
the ionization potential and the additionally kinetic energy of the electron (step 3)
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Figure 6.2: Odd order harmonics are generated by an intense laser field via a noble gas. There
are three regimes : the perturbative regime at low harmonic, a plateau regime and cuto↵ regime
for intermediate and highest orders.
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100KHz. The passive cavity is considered as the low-pass filter for the incident phase and

amplitude fluctuations, when the cavity is exactly on the resonance condition. The cut-o↵

frequency of this low pass filter is determined by the cavity resonance linewidth,

�!FWHM ⌘ �!FSR
F

The damping frequency of cavity is around 100KHz ,so the time scale of fluctuations shorter

than 1/�!FWHM are coupling and out of the cavity. However, a slight detuning between the

comb line and the cavity will generate the PM to AM coupling to increase the noise level of the

cavity. For a particular case, when driving the highly nonlinear process in the cavity such as

HHG, amplitude fluctuations a↵ect the stability of the high order radiation. This is the reason

why the input laser phase fluctuations need to be minimizing. In the section 5., we accomplished

the lower phase fluctuation by minimizing the intensity and phase noise of oscillator and the

lower the AM-PM coupling in the nonlinear amplifier process by the pre-chirping setting.

Now, we focus on the e↵ect of cavity dispersion design. Dispersion of mirror essentially

leads to a di↵erent phase shift upon reflection for di↵erent wavelengths, and this is the only

di↵erence between oscillating the continuous lasers and frequency comb on the enhancement

cavity. When frequency comb (ultrafast laser) couples into the cavity, and the cavity has evenly

spaced modes by the free spectral range(FSR), with the condition that the frequency comb tooth

spacing is fr matching to the FSR and the dispersion of the cavity is zero, the comb tooth will

be perfect to match the cavity modes ,Figure 2.9 shows this condition in the frequency domain.

However, highly dielectric reflectivity mirror for ultrafast laser can’t have the dispersion-less

property. In the other words, a broader frequency comb modes can be coupled e�ciently to

the dispersive enhancement cavity by using a larger input coupler ( low finesse, broader cavity

line-width), but the buildup will be reduced.

Dispersion is usually expanded via the following Taylor series with the center frequency !0

and dispersion coe�cients �d.

�d ⌘ �0 + �1(! � !0) + �2(! � !0)
2 + �3(! � !0)

3 + ... (6.5)

�0, electric field phase shift, can be compensated by adjusting frequency comb parameter,
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f0 and fr to avoid destructive interference after a round trip at the input coupler. �1 , the

overtime delay of the pulse envelope, is the e↵ect for changing the carrier phase relative to the

envelope maximum. �1 is relative to fr as the equation 6.6.

fr =
c

L
(1 � �1

c

L
) (6.6)

The buildup can be kept to the top by adjusted the fr to reduce the e↵ect from , �1,the

dispersion parameter. High order dispersions start to alter the pulse sharp by broadening the

pulse symmetrically with �2 and distorting the pulse sharp with �3 in time. From mirror

manufactures, they will provide the group delay dispersion(GDD) information. How to find

the correct combination of intra-cavity mirror to fine tune the cavity dispersion and match the

frequency comb tooth is an essential mean to keep the highest buildup for the enhancement

cavity.

Next, the active feedback stabilization loop with actuator in the cavity will be described

to achieve high performance enhancement cavity. If the frequency comb is align to the cavity by

adjusting the fceo and fr, pulse will be e�ciently to couple in and through the cavity. However,

the comb tooth could not be stable at the resonace point for a long time. In order to do the

frequency locked active feedback, the general approach, Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) [90], will

be employed to obtain the information between the cavity resonant frequency respect to the

laser. To get the PDH error signal, the incident laser have phase modulation sidebands by the

electric optics modulator or dithering a PZT and measure the reflected light from the input

couple mirror. If the frequency space between the modulation frequency and carrier frequency

has su�ciently larger than the cavity linewidth, the modulation sideband could be the phase

sensitive reference to provide the phase detector between the reflected and intra-cavity beam.

The reflected pulse from the cavity is demodulated at the drive frequency with the correct

phase information to generate the PDH error signal. This error signal is filtered by loop filter

and then feedback to the laser or cavity actuators. Normally, the laser linewidth is narrower

than the cavity mode, so the feedback actuator is better to be set in the enhancement cavity.

The figure 6.3 shows the actuator in our fsEC and the red one is the tiny ceramic piezo-
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electric transducer(PZT) gluing with fsEC mirros which can provides high frequency response

to compensate the frequency noise up to 100KHz( by our PZT/mirror design). The blue is one

with long translation distance PZT/mirror. Although this frequency response is slow, it can

be used for the long term stabilization and track the fsEC at the highest buildup within the

measurement time period.

6.2 Time-Resolved Measurement of Intra-Cavity Ioniza-

tion Dynamics

The enhancement cavity is very sensitive to the phase shift present inside the resonator

because the phase enhancement factor is on the order of F/⇡ which mean the cavity increase the

nonlinear interaction length. When the pulse has the peak intensity to reaches the ionization

threshold of the gas, the increasing phase shift of the pulse has important influence of the

dynamics of pulse train. The propagation of pulse through an ionizing medium is accompanied

by a strongly asymmetric spectral broadening towards the short wavelength( blue shifting).

The non-zero phase shift on the leading edge of the pulse is from the static background plasma

that dose not decay away after a round trip time of the pulse. The phase shift is toward positive

by the nonlinear Kerr e↵ect and has the distinct phase jumps trends to negative when the pulse

intensity becomes peak and generates the plasma through the gas medium again. Due to the

increased plasma density after each round trip, the intensity dependent spectral broadening

towards the blue changes the transient spectrum of the cavity. Finally, the temporal phase

shift impairs the cavity buildup and it ultimately limits the intra-cavity intensity.

6.2.1 Pump-probe measurement with single enhancement cavity

The fundamental limit to intracavity HHG system from plasma dynamics will be an issue

to reduce the intra-cavity laser intensity. To investigate this dynamics process, we introduce

and demonstrate a novel technique for measuring the plasma density and decay in a real-time

with single enhancement cavity and dual coherence combs in a counter-propagating pump-
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probe scheme which shows in the figure. The incident high power pump beam propagates in

one direction of the cavity and a low power probe beam ( ⇠ a few mW to keep the kerr e↵ect

and any other nonlinear e↵ect as low as possible) coupled in the opposite direction. If the two

combs system has a slightly repetition rate di↵erence, the pulse delay is continuously scanned

with the maximum delay which is dependent on the repetition rate of the laser and the scanning

rate is based on the di↵erence in repetition rate between the two combs. For the phase shifting

calibrated reference, we use the PDH error signal , the sideband of probe beam, caused from

the 13MHz EOM. The strength of the phase shift is from that plasma induced by the strong

pump beam and it is probed by the weak comb. The probe beam signal is calibrated by the

PDH error signal which is relative to a frequency shift of the cavity resonance.

The phase shift from the plasma generating from the high power pulse can be intro-

duced by the Drude model of a free electron gas in an oscillating field [91]. The Drude model

provides an intuitive approach for the e↵ects of the plasma on the pulse propagation. The

refractive index dependent on the frequency is found as,
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r
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!p is the characteristic plasma frequency, ne is the electron density, e is electron charge

and me is the electron mass. Following this equations, an increasing plasma density leads to

a decreasing refractive index, and to a phase shift of the pulse. For the free-electron gas of

number density ne, the spectral phase is calculated from the equation 6.7 according to the

Drude model.
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L is the interaction length of the gas target.

The real-time plasma density can be measured by the intra-cavity phase shift of the probe

beam from the equation 6.8. If we lock the cavity on the resonance point and the probe error
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signal will be an DC -o↵set corresponding to the phase shift and plasma density with a given

delay, so this novel method provide us to measure the fully time-resolved dynamics of the

nonlinear phase shifts and investigate this limitation for intra-cavity HHG experiments.

6.2.2 Results and discussion

Single comb pump-probe measurement by the adjusted mechanical delay line setup of

the probe pulse will allow us to have the plasma dynamics by measure the line shapes of the

pump and probe. In our lab, we have been demonstrated for the single comb pump-probe

experimental and simulation results [88]. However, for the single comb case, it is di�cult

to obtain the quantitative information for the time-resolved of intra-cavity dynamics because

the scanning range is very restrictive between pump and probe beam time delay. For dual

combs system, the pulse delay is continuously scanned between pump and probe by slightly

di↵erent repetition rate as described in the beginning of this section and figure 6.4 shows us the

schematic of the dual combs enhancement pump-probe cavity. Two independent combs with

slightly di↵erent repetition rate are coupled to the cavity in a counter-propagation geometry

and the weak probe pulse will be phase modulated by the generation background plasma density

induced by the pump laser. This phase shift is detected by the PHD error signal of the probe

pulse as frequency shift of the cavity resonance.

The background plasma information will be important for the IHHG experiments. We

assume the gas is supplied by a pressurized end-fire nozzle and that it expands freely into

vacuum. At the nozzle orifice, the gas velocity along the nozzle axis is slightly below the speed of

sound and the accelerates to velocities about twice higher. Assuming xenon ( ⌫sound ⇠ 169m/s)

and a typical focal spot radius is about 25µm which leads to a time scale on the order of 200ns.

And the round trip timescale of the pulse is about 10ns. The repetition rate of the laser is

high, so the plasma does not have time to be recombined leading to that a steady-state plasma

density during the generation process is few times higher than the single pass case. In order

to investigate the steady-state plasma density, we use the lock-in detection scheme to amplify

the static background plasma information. The pump laser was frequency-modulated at 70kHz
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Yb-comb1

Yb-comb2

Phase	locked

Figure 6.3: Schematic of the fsEC pump-probe system for measuring the dynamics of the
nonlinear phase shifts for intra-cavity HHG. Two Yb-Frequency combs with slightly repetition
rate di↵erence are coupled into fsEC in a counter-propagating geometry. One strong field
frequency comb generates HHG and induce nonlinear shift due to the background plasma
density and the weak probe comb observed this phase shift which is detected through the
probe error signal as frequency shift of the cavity resonance.
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and a lock-in detection was used on the probe error signal at the same modulation frequency.

By this mean, the dc o↵set of the probe error signal will not shows the shift relative to the

pump resonance, however, represent the static background plasma directly. The modulation

frequency was not seen on the measurement results experimentally by choosing the 70kHz

which is fast compare to the servo bandwidth and slower than the cavity round trip time. First

experimental result shows us in figure 6.5 the probe phase shift V.S. delay of the pump pulse

with various xenon backing pressures. The linear decay in the plasma density( phase shift) is

observed over the maximum delay range. There are two mechanisms that can contribute to

the delay of the plasma, photo-recombination(electron capture and emittance of a photon) and

recombination via three body collisions ( electron capture with an energy transfer to another

electron). The recombination rate can change by orders of magnitude of plasma and the

temperature of electrons. At high electron densities, the dominant mechanism of recombination

is via three-body collisions [89]. By the results of this plasma density measurement, there is

no any significant decay curve dominated form the three body collision mechanism. There is a

fraction background showed at all measurement curves and the static plasma density will be an

severe e↵ects for intra-cavity HHG experiments. The frequency comb propagate through field-

ionizing media, and the laser pulse spectrum shifts to higher frequencies as we discuss previously

in this section. The phase match between the intra-cavity and injected laser spectrum will be

no longer optimized to match the highest buildup. There was no suitable mean to avoid and

reduce this spectral blue-shifting due to the background static plasma until now. However, this

novel technique will allow us for testing of any designed parameters or strategies to minimize

the intra-cavity background plasma and increase the stability of cavity.

The other measurement is interested in the case of varied intra-cavity power (changing

the incident power with half wave-plate and polarizing beamsplitter combination)with fixed

xenon pressure ( 38 Torr in this experiment ). The observed plasma decay is plotted in figure 6.6

where the pump and probe pulse overlap in the gas jet and probe phase shift is normalized at t =

0. The decay rate is intensity dependent and the fraction of plasma is represented. This shows

that dominant mechanism of recombination is sophisticated because the non-decay ionized
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Figure 4.9. Decay of intracavity plasma as a function of probe delay. The rate of

decay is observed to vary with backing pressure though a significant background level

persists for all pressures tested.

fixed at 38 Torr and the intracavity power was varied by changing the incident laser

power with a half-waveplate and polarizing beamsplitter combination. The results are

plotted in Figure 4.10 with the probe phase shift normalized to unity at t = 0 when

the pulses overlap in the gas jet. The observed decay at later times then represents the

fraction of plasma remaining as seen by the probe. While the slopes of these curves

remain nearly linear, an intensity-dependent change in the rate is seen. This shows

that some recombination mechanism is contributing to the decay and the observed

e↵ect is not simply due to the ionized particles transiting the interaction region.

As mentioned previously in Section 4.2.2, there are multiple ways in which the

plasma can decay or otherwise leave the interaction region. If an electron collides with

an ion it can recombine into a neutral atom but, in order to conserve momentum,

a third body must be present. If the third body is another electron, this process

is called “three body recombination”, and if it is an emitted photon, it is called

Figure 6.4: Decay of intra-cavity plasma as a function of probe delay. The delay rate is relative
to the backing pressure through a significant background level.persists for all pressures tested.
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particles is not only interacted with round trip pulse and also with other high energy particles

and photon. For example, for high energy intra-cavity pulse case (shown in the case 3.8KW),

there are generating high electron densities and the dominant mechanism of recombination is

based on three-body collisions. An estimated electron density for the transiting from ambipolar

di↵usion or photorecombination to three-body collisions is ne ⇠ 3.1 ⇥ 1013
/cm

3 ⇥ T
3.75
eV

[], TeV

is the electron temperature in electronvolt. There is a less fraction of the background plasma

by increasing the intracavity pulse energy in agreement with the curve shown in the condition

of 3.8KW. The decay curve may combined with the three-body recombination earlier when the

plasma density is highest and transitioning to a di↵usion decay after the density is reduced [89].
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Figure 4.10. Fractional plasma decay as a function of probe delay for various

intracavity power levels. The decay rates are normalized to one at t = 0 to show

the relative decay rates. While the decay slopes are linear, they exhibit an intensity-

dependent slope, implying that higher initial plasma densities lead to faster decay

rates.

Figure 6.5: Decay of the intra-cavity plasma as a function of probe delay for various intra-
cavity power levels.The curve are normalized to one at t equal to 0. It is implying that the
higher intra-cavity intensity lead to higher initial plasma densities with faster decay rates

Since the phase sensitivity of the intra-cavity light increase strongly due to the enhance-

ment cavity, this dual combs pump-probe technique can be applied to measure any nonlinearity

process in the cavity, including any phase shift from the interaction between the material and
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high energy pulse. For example, the nonlinear Kerr response inside the cavity will be measured

by this mean. Figure 6.7 shows the instantaneous Kerr response when the probe and pump

are overlapped in the sapphire plate with the phase shift from the gas nozzle ionization. The

intra-cavity power could be calibrated accurately in real-time by this well known refractive

index of sapphire plate with this Kerr response measurement.
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Figure 6.6: The probe observe the phase shift near cavity focus due to the ionization and
instantaneous Kerr response when both the pump and probe pulses are overlapped in the
sapphire plate.

6.3 Dual Combs Spectroscopy in the XUV and VUV

Dual comb spectroscopy is an innovation form of FTS. We have a discussion in the previous

chapter. In this chapter, we will describe the work we have done and challenge for the VUV

and XUV dual comb spectroscopy. There are two types of possible configuration to setup the

DCS in the VUV regime. One is single fsEC seeding by two individual frequency comb and
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another is two independent fsEC for each frequency comb. The following section will discuss

the results and the limitation for each configuration.

6.3.1 Single enhancement cavity dual comb setup and limitation

Single fsEC cavity setup will gain an advantage of that the harmonic combs are automat-

ically overlapped and mode-matched. This primary advantage will overcome the most di�cult

part of alignment to construct a VUV and XUV interferometer in the vacuum chamber. Figure

6.8 shows the schematic for the single cavity DCS experiment. Dual high power Yb lasers

coherently combined by the polarizing beamsplitter(PBS) and then pass through a the HWP

(half-wave-plate) and second PBS. In order to mix two orthogonal polarization pulses, the HWP

can be controlled to tuning of the relatively powers by second PBS. Even though the 50% loss

of incident power of each Yb laser, it is still su�cient to ionize the target gas via the fsEC

enhancement at this power level. The max power output of our high power Yb PCF amplifier

system is about 50W. Implementing the single cavity approach to successfully solve the spatially

mode-matched and overlapped issue. However, there are few challenges for the single cavity

enhancement DCS experiment have to be addressed. Two frequency combs with repetition

rate di↵erence propagating in the single fsEC will both resonance only in very narrow detuning

range of repetition rate, because the fsEC linewidth is relatively narrow (100kHz). Based on the

typical fsEC with a 1% input coupler, the maximum detuning for the �frep is around 5Hz. The

enhancement factor ( normally is 100 ) decrease as the �frepincreases. Performing DCS with

this small value of �frep leads to relatively long acquisition times to resolve the teeth of the

comb. For the acquisition of the high resolution spectra requires the gains and bandwidths of

the cavity stabilization servo are optimized for minimizing the time variations during this long

acquisition times to maintain full phase coherence in the interferograms. An additional

problem with this configuration is that the pulses will see varying phase shifts as a function of

time when they propagate through the decaying plasma. The phase shift can be measured by

the pump probe technique described in the previous section and be compensated accurately this

continuous phase shifting to correct the interferograms of VUV/XUV dual comb measurement.
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However, if the case of ionization level is high and second pulse passing the gas jet will see a

reduced number of neutral atoms available to ionize and the harmonic power will be changing

for second pulse. Another possibility of problem is the enhancement factor of second pulse will

be di↵erent with the first pulse has due to the the varying phase shifting influencing cavity

stability.

Yb comb1

Yb comb2

Phase	coherent

fsEnhancement cavity

Gas	nozzle

DAQ

Figure 6.7: Schematic of single cavity dual comb experiment. Yb comb 1 and Yb comb 2
are coherent phase locked and seed the same fsEC in a co-propagating way. The harmonic
interferograms will be produced and recorded by DAQ card.

Another e↵ect is the complicated issue from the fundamental pulses interact each other

in the fsEC , for example, both pulses are overlap in the gas jet to produce interference fringes at

a frequency of �frep. We expect the dual comb single cavity to generate the interference fringes

at the frequency of Nharm�frep for a given harmonic order Nharm. This e↵ect has been studied

the case of two pulses are fully or partially overlapped in the nonlinear medium for second

harmonic generation. [92] [93] For the high harmonic generation, it is required to recovery the

interferograms by separation of di↵erent harmonic frequency components in the overlap region.
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All these issues will be more complicated when the harmonic frequency is higher, so we decide

to setup dual independent fsEC for DCS experiment.

6.3.2 Dual enhancement cavity setup

Dual fsEC approach for DCS shows in the figure 6.10. This configuration is similar to

the tranditional DCS, except for the additional complication HHG of fsEC. VUV and XUV

wavelengths are very di�cult and challenging to align as an interferometer inside the vac-

uum chamber. The splitters works at VUV and XUV are di�cult to make, especially in the

wavelength less than 150nm. Fortunately, the wavelength in the VUV (7th harmonic) can be

combined by the substrate CaF with a dielectric coating with a reflectivity of about 35%(p-

polarization)(Layertec 110145). The 7th harmonic is centered around 152nm and there are

few narrow transitions in both acetylene and acetone molecular [94] [95] [96]. Each of these

molecules can be probed in a gaseous state using absorption measurement. The schematics

shows the alignment of VUV interferometer and it is needed to be adjusted in a vacuum en-

vironment by the PZT/Mirror actuators. The vibrations around kHz generated from these

actuators and coupled it though the optical breadboard the enhancement cavity setting on.

kHz frequency will a↵ect the locking between the laser and cavity and it has to be relocked

when the alignment for the VUV beams spatially are optimizing. Separated the VUV beams

alignment from the fsEC cavity breadboard and found the smoothly adjusting actuators would

make this overlapping spatially and observed interferograms much simpler.

6.3.3 Results and discussion

Unfortunately, we have not been able to observe interferograms at the VUV wavelength

range (7th harmonic), however we detect 3rd harmonic interferograms because the overlapping

for visible light is an easier work. Figure 6.11(a) shows the 3rd harmonics time domain inter-

ferograms from the overlapping 3rd from each fsEC. Figure 6.11(b) is the frequency spectrum

corresponds to the time domain interferograms. The acquisition time for 30 interferograms is

150ms and is able to resolve 7Hz in the RF domain. An 800x Zoom of the spectrum around
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fsEnhancement cavity1

DA
Q

Gas	nozzle
Phase	coherent

Yb comb1

Yb comb2

Gas	nozzle

fsEnhancement cavity2
VUV	comb1

VUV	comb2

VUV	
beamsplitter

Figure 6.8: Schematic of dual cavity dual comb experiment. Yb comb 1 and Yb comb 2
are coherent phase locked and seed the independent fsECs to generate VUV combs for each
cavity. The harmonic interferograms will be observed by overlapped these VUV combs by VUV
beamsplitter and recorded by DAQ card.
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15.5MHz is shown in figure 6.11(c). The comb structure with comb teeth are resolved. This

is the first time a dual comb spectrum have been demonstrated from an fsEC HHG system

and also first time to observe the individual comb mode from the HHG system. For the dual

fsEC system, the amplitude noise in the fundamental cavity couples to the phase noise and

generate the power fluctuation of the harmonics. it will be increasing when the harmonic order

is higher. In addition to improving the cavity overlapping problem for 7th harmonic, another

advancement is minimizing the noise in the cavity to increasing the signal to noise in the higher

harmonic order interferograms.
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Figure 6.9: Time-domain interferogram of 3rd order harmonics of the Yb fiber comb.
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Wavelength (nm)
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RF Frequency (MHz)
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∆ frep = 223 Hz

Figure 5.6. Sample dual comb spectrum obtained at the third harmonic of the Yb

fiber laser. The top plot shows the full spectrum both in terms of optical wavelength

and down-converted RF. The inset in the plot shows a single time-domain interfer-

ogram in the acquisition used to create the spectrum. The lower graph shows the

spectrum zoomed in by a factor of 800 and reveals the individual comb modes spaced

by the repetition rate di↵erence �frep = 223 Hz.

Figure 6.10: The top plot shows the full spectrum in terms of optical wavelength and RF
domain frequency. The lower plot shows the zoomed in spectrum by a factor of 800 and obtain
the individual comb teeth. The spacing is the 223Hz which is equal to the repetition rate
di↵erence.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis, a variety of applications relative to the dual comb spectroscopy(DCS) has

successfully been demonstrated in di↵erent wavelength regions. The innovative DCS merges

the rapid broadband, high resolution and high speed acquisition time properties. This new

compact device can realize higher resolution based on the repetition rate di↵erence between

two comb compared to the conventional method, FTS. First time to implementing DCS to laser

induced plasma spectroscopy improves the sensitivity to make DCS suitable for analyzing any

matter regardless of its physical states. The first experiment in our group for laser induced

plasma spectroscopy with frequency comb has been realized by employing a Ti:sapphire laser

system with a CW laser at 780nm. 3GHz bandwidth and 120MHz resolution spectra of 87
Rb

and 85
Rb have been recorded within only 5µs. A dual comb spectroscopy system enabled

higher resolution and rapid broadband measurement for laser induced plasma. In this work,

we performed a first results of broadband Rb D2 and K absorption spectrum (10nm) recorded

from a single laser ablation shot of the NIST glass.

The next experiment aimed at extending the DCS to VUV and XUV wavelength

regions. The DCS has nevertheless successfully been realized also in the MIR region and has

the potential to extend into the uninvestigated ultraviolet wavelength range. We implement

the fsEC cavity and HHG to generate XUV frequency comb. In order to seed the enhancement

cavity to ionized the gas target, we developing a Yb high power phase-coherent dual comb fiber
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laser system. This was realized by nonlinear amplifier to compensate higher order dispersion and

maintain the pulse duration less than 80fs over 50W average power output. With this nonlinear

amplification, we also investigate the phase noise for each amplifier power level and minimized

the laser noise for the applicaiton, intracavity HHG. The performance of this laser system has

been tested via the spectroscopy of iodine transition by doubling frequency of Yb fiber laser

into green. Finally, this high power DCS system was seeding two parallel enhancement cavities

for VUV dual comb spectroscopy. Up to this point, the dual comb interferogram was observed

at third harmonic and it is the first time to realized the comb-resolved measurement from an

iHHG system. For this system, it is possible to aim higher harmonic dual comb interferogram

and yield VUV and XUV dual comb spectroscopy in the future improvement of enhancement

cavity.
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